





The Trinity Coalition of Blacks
will begin their first annual Mini-
Black Cultural Weekend on
Friday, November 21, 1975. The
weekend will include lectures,
films, a cabaret and a gospel
jubilee and jazz concert.
As an off-shoot of the Mini-Black
Cultural Festival, TCB will present
a lecture by Sam Anderson on
Wednesday, November 19, at 4:15
P.M. in the Life Science
Auditorium, • • ' • _ _
Since 1971, Anderson has served
as an assistant professor of science
: and technology at the State
University of New York College at
Old Westbury. He is also a staff
member of the American In-
formation Service (formerly
Africa Information Service) and
contributing and advisory editor of
Black Scholar.
Anderson is a board member of
Afro-American Datanamics and of
the Ujamaa Academy (Hemp-
stead, N.Y.) He is co-author of
Science, Technology and Third
World People. His lecture will be
based on this work.
On Friday, November 21, TCB
(and the Inter-Cultural Studies
Department) present Leonard E.
Barrett in McCpbk Auditorium
beginning at 4:15 P.M. Barrett will
lecture on the black religious
culture with emphasis on the
Rastafarians; a Messianic cult in
Jamaica.
Barrett, an associate professor
of religion at Temple University in
Philadelphia, received a Ph.D in
religion and anthropology from
that institution. He has published
numerous articles in this area.
Barrett is author of The
Rastararians: A Study in
Messianic Cults in Jamaica. He
has also written Soul-Force: A
Study of African Heritage in the
Afro-American Religion.
A film, "Let The Church Say
Amen," will also be presented on
Friday. Location and time will be
announced. The film revolves
around a young black college
student and his decision to enter
the ministry. Conflicts between
church, institution and Black
identity are dealt with.
On Saturday, November 22, TCB
will present a Cabaret in the
Washington Room, Mather
Campus Center. The Cabaret
features the top Hartford band,
"The Shades of Direction." The
dance will begin at 9 P.M. and
continue until 2 A.M. Donations at
the door, are three dollars per
person and five dollars per couple.
Semi-formal attire is requested.
A Gospel Jubilee and a jazz
concert marks the culmination of
the Mini-Black Cultural Weekend.
On Sunday, November 23, Trinity's
own "Ebony Voices" will appear in
concert in the Washington Room
beginning at 2 p.m. The group of
Third World Gospel Singers began
at Trinity last year. They have
given several performances, in-
cluding one with the Trinity Pipes
last spring, all highly acclaimed.
The jazz concert will also be held
in the Washington Room and will
begin at 9 P.M. Donations are $2.50
at the door. "The Manifestations,"
a group of outstanding musicians,
performers, and educators will
present a dynamic program
(Continued on page 3)
by Jeff Dufresne
Due to longer course comments
which are more time consuming to
compose and a shortage of staff
members who were for the most
part untrained, the Trinity College
Course Evaluation Booklet will not
be available prior to pre-
registration this December,
disclosed Lisa Heilbronn, editor-in-
chief of the, booklet.
The course evaluation's editorial
board, Heilbronn added, hopes that
the booklet which concerns the
courses offered during the Trinity
term of 1975 will be out by the end
map by
Greg Potter
of this term, however.
The course evaluation is com-
piled by members of the Student
Government Association (S.G.A.)
each term and fills a dual purpose.
According to Heilbronn, the
booklet's primary function is to aid
student's in selecting their courses
by providing them with accurate
and helpful pictures of the courses
offered at the College.
Second, the evaluation is a
means of showing how particular
courses can be improved by
illustrating the strengths and
weaknesses within the curriculum
and thus will be of value to the
faculty.
Compiling the multitude of
course evaluations into a finished
booklet is accomplished through a
three state process.
First, the staff writes a sum-
mary about each course from the
assorted course evaluations which
were collected at the end of last
term. It is the policy of the editorial
board to have summaries written
only by staff members who have
never taken the course and who are
not majors in the subject.
Second, the course summaries
are reviewed by the assistant
editors of the booklet, and then the
summaries will be edited by
Heilbronn, constituting the final
stage of the procedure.
"There will be some minor
changes in this year's course
evaluation booklet," Heilbronn
said. Qualitative evaluations of
courses being taught for the first
time by a teacher will not be
published. Only quantitative
analysies of these classes will be
included in the booklet.
A questionnaire was submitted
to the faculty last spring in an
effort to find their reaction to the
previous term's evaluation and
hopefully to find ways of improving
the upcoming booklet, but the
editors have had only a slim
response from the faculty, said
Heilbronn.
Additionally, a lawyer will
review the completed course
evaluation prior to its publication.
This measure was partly the result
of a conflict last spring which
revolved around the written
evaluation of the general
chemistry III course taught by
Associate Professor James Heeren
of the Chemistry department.
According to Heilbronn, "the
incident has made the editors re-
examine the degree to which some
sorts of criticisms have a place in
the course evaluation. We are
taking great pains to be sure that
all comments are representative of
the majority, and that the correct
tone is brought forth in each
evaluation."
November 18, 1975




'Utter Ends Of Earth'
President Theodore D. Look-
wood last week announced
vacation plans to visit the
relatively unexplored lands of
Patagonia and the Faulkland
Islands during his annual
December vacation.
Lockwood's trip will begin with
some zoological observations in the
Faulkland Islands. Lockwood
noted that this British possession
has within its boundaries one of the
finest aviaries in the world. His
plans include hiking in and around
the Islands while concentrating, on
wildlife observations.
From the Faulkland Islands,
Lockwood will fly via Argentina to
the "uttermost end of the earth" -
Patagonia, an area as big as
Washington, Oregon, and
California together. He will be
climbing mountains and glaciers in
an area which boasts the only
permanent icecap in the world
outside Antarctica. The region
notorious for its high winds and
unpredictable weather.
Finally, the president will tour
the Magellan Straits and the
Darwin mountain range. In places
this range rises 5,000 to 10,000 feet
of sheer rock from the sea. This
area, along with Tierra del Fuego,
was the area explored by Darwin
in his 19th century voyage in his
Beagle.
The trip announcement was
somewhat delayed, while Lock-
wood awaited State Department
clearance for the part of his trip
through Argentina. This clearance
was necessitated by the recent
political turmoil in Argentina.;'
Lockwood noted that there have
been 550 deaths attributed to the
political turbulence in that
country, and should Argentina
close her borders to foreigners,
Lockwood and his party would be
stranded.
For the past two years Lockwood,
has vacationed in the Himalayan
mountains in Nepal. His trip this
year, which begins shortly after




Despite the strike by nurses, lab
technicians and mobile unit
drivers, a spokesman for the Red
Cross Blood Center announced
that he could foresee no problems
in the collection of blood today here
at Trinity. He said that non-union
workers would be substituting for
the striking union employees.
The Bloodmobile will be in the
Washington Room in Mather
Campus Center today from 9:00-
:!:3O. It is being sponsored in part
by members-of the Trinity College
Choir. The Tripod urges all
students, faculty, administration
and staff with blood to give it.
The
this
• «c otcenieiiniai was the theme for the halftime show of
t i  year's Homecoming football game. The kazoo band
Played patriotic music and dedicated a birthday cake, filled
with balloons and "girls," to the USA. For more
Homecoming photos, see page 4.
14 Elected To Phi Beta Kappa
Fourteen students from the Class
of 1976 were inducted into the Phi
Beta Kappa Honor Society on
Saturday morning, November 15.
The students were selected on the






highest general scholastic standing
in the senior class. The Chapter
also stipulates that members be
"men and women of honor,
probity, and learning."
The Trinity Chapter is the eighth





oldest chapter of Phi Beta Kappa
in the United States. It is known as
the Beta of Connecticut and was
chartered by the Yale Chapter, the
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Rape And Victim: New Role For Law Enforcement
by Mike Brown
"Rape has probably been the
least reported and the least suc-
cessfully prosecuted of all crimes
of violence. Societal attitudes
toward the rape victim, the in-
dignity of court procedures,
alleged injustices in the court
system, and the asserted in-
difference of law enforcement
agencies and their personnel to the
crime and its effect on'the victim
have all contributed to this
situation."
A recent article which appeared
in the Federal Bureau of In-
vestigation Law Enforcement
Bulletin, written by John Stratton,
Ph.D., made the statement that, in
1960, there were 16,860 cases of
reported rape in the United States,
and that by 1970, the figure had
risen to 37,270.
In addition to this however, it
was pointed out that estimates of
unreported rapes range from 3 to
10 for1 every one submitted to law
enforcement agencies. "The
tendency of prosecutors to plea
bargain to a conviction on assault
or burglary, instead of rape,
further clouds any statistical
evaluation of the actual number of
forcible rapes in the country
today."
Current emphasis by com-
munication media upon the
criminal violence of rape and its
impact on the emotional stability
of a victim has brought about an
increasing public awareness which
is due to have some effect on the
criminal justice system,
Dr. Stratton, Department
Psychologist of the Los Angeles
County Sheriff's Department,
contends that "Society has
traditionally been inclined to see .
the rape victim as much respon-
sible for the crime as the rapist."
An attitude such as this would
certainly precipitate one's-in-
clination to maintain secrecy, from
law enforcement agents, of a rape
incident. Those women who do
elect to report occurrences "have
had to face the suspicion and
judgement," regarding questions
of reliability and chastity, "not
only of judge and jury, but also of
husband, relatives, and the
community at large." A trial is
oftentimes transformed from a
prosecution of the criminal to a
chastisement of innocent victim.
Dr. Stratton, however, does not
consider the necessary legal
complexities of deriving a suitable
portrayal of events for the jury.
Nor does he ponder the possibility
of perjury and its legal
ramifications. Both of these
omissions are subordinate, in
Stratton's report, to a presentation
of the horrible injustices facing a
victim of rape.
Dr. Stratton places paramount
importance in the progressive
nature of a recently passed
California law which "prohibits the
attorney for the accused rapist to
submit the prior sex history of the
victim as evidence."
Stratton summarily indicates
that, prior to the passage of this
new law, public scrutiny of a
Moses Receives Eigenbrodt Cup
Alumni Receive Special Awards
The Eigenbrodt Cup and several
other awards were presented
Saturday night (November 15) at
the Reunion-Homecoming dinner
in the Sheraton-Hartford ballroom.
Approximately 400 alumni and
their families attended the dinner,
part of a three-day Reunion-
Homecoming weekend at the
College.
The highest award given to a
Trinity College alumnus, the
Eigenbrodt Cup, was presented to
A. Henry Moses of West Hartford,
a retired insurance executive, a
charter trustee of the College and a
member of its Class of 1928.
The Alumni Achievement Award
was presented to Carl H.
Tiedemann of New York City,
brokerage firm president and
member of the Trinity Class of
1950, Alumni Medals for Ex-
cellence were awarded to George
Malcolm-Smith of West Hartford,
retired insurance advertising
executive and member of the Class
of 1925; Sherman C. Parker, Class
of 1922, a retired industrialist who
now resides in Barnstable, Mass.;
Evald L. Skau, a New Orleans
chemist, consultant and author
who graduated in 1919; and Donald
J. Viering, Class of 1942, an in-
surance agency executive; who
lives in Collinsville.
Moses is the 37th recipient of the
Eigenbrodt Cup, awarded annually
to an alumnus for unusual and
significant service to the College.
He retired as vice president and
cashier in 1968 after 40 years
service with the Aetna Life and
Casualty. He has served Trinity in
many capacities; among them as
treasurer of the College; as a
member of the board of trustees
since 1942. He has been a member
of the board's executive and
finance committees as well as
secretary of the board. He has also
been a member of the Alumni
Association's executive committee
and served as the association's
treasurer.
Tiedemann, winner of the
Alumni Achievement Award given
to an alumnus who has
distinguished himself in his own
line of endeavor or beyond the call
of his normal pursuits, has been
associated with the Wall Street
brokerage firm of Donaldson,
Lufkin, Jenrette Inc. for many
years and is now president. In 1967
Tiedemann was responsible for the
largest stock sale - 410,000 shares -
- in the history of the New York
Stock Exchange. He is serving
Trinity currently on the Major
Gifts Committee of the "Campaign
for Trinity Values."
Alumni Medals for Excellence
were awarded to four Trinity
graduates who have made im-
portant contributions to their
professions, their communities and
to their College.
Malcolm-Smith served as writer
and editor with The Travelers
Insurance Companies for 41 years.
He is also the author of seven
suspense novels, one of which
became the musical comedy "Are
You With It?" which ran on
Broadway for nearly a year.
Parker is the retired president
now serving as board chairman of
Pittsburgh Gage and Supply Co. In
1965 Parker established the Izaak
Walton Room in the Trinity College
Library which, among other
volumes on sports, houses some 200
editions of the Compleat Angler
dating from 1653.
Dr, Skau received his master's
degree from Trinity and his doc-
torate from Yale. He has served as
faculty member and research
fellow at Trinity, Yale, M.I.T. and
several foreign universities. He
holds several dozen patents in the
field of chemistry and authored or
co-authored more than a hundred
articles.
Viering was associated with
several large insurance companies
and for some years has been an
executive with the Simsbury In-
surance Agency. Twice cited as
"Man of the Year," once by the
Trinity Club of Hartford and once
by the Junior Chamber of Com-
merce of Canton, Viering has also
been chairman of the Zoning
Commission for a number of years.
He is currently national chairman





Dr. George B. Cooper delivered
the 2nd annual Wilmarth Sheldon
Lewis Lecture on Thursday,
November 12th. His subject was
"From Monarchy to Royalty in
Georgian England".
As a member of Trinity's faculty
since 1941, Cooper's career has
been long and distinguished. He is
presently senior professor and
secretary to the college, as well as
being a Northam Professor of
History. He also chaired the
History Department for a number
of years.
The words "From Monarchy to
Royalty" sounded repetitious and
confusing at first, but as the lec-
ture progressed, an explanation
was produced. The major theme
throughout was that with the
ascension of the Hanoverian line,
the position of the English
monarchy changed from one of
power to one of mere influence,
and thus the king became simply
royalty.
Cooper took George Ill's return
to power after illness as his star-
ting point, because it was at this
time that the monarchy's loss of
power culminated. He then
reverted to the early 18th century
to show how this came about.
He discussed Walpole as the
greatest English Prime Minister
and the one who presided over the
start of the transfer of power from
king to cabinet. Cooper said he
considers the political history
following Walpole to be "boring but
important".
Prerogative was also cited as a
major reason for the kings'
transition. Prerogative includes
control of foreign policy, the power
to pardon, etc. Cooper explained
that these powers were loaned by
the Hanoverians to the ministers,
who never returned them.
Another reason that the kings
lost power was that the central
government was a "reluctant
government". In other words, local
government was more important.
This was due partly to the fact that
many of the local Justices of the
Peace sat in Parliament, and
partly due to the aristocracy, who
were quite dominant during this
period. Cooper described them as
"the most enlightened oligharcy in
hjstory". He closed with some
remarks about George III and the
type of person he was. '
Overall the lecture was suc-
cessful and enlightening, though it
did drag at points. Also, it assumed
that the audience had a fairly
extensive knowledge of English
history, and thus was above the
level of some of those who at-
tended.
victim's "virtue" had been
standard court procedure. The
author continues his argument for
California legal statues by stating
that the traditional "cautionary
rule" to a jury is also under attack
in his state. "The cautionary rule
throws doubt upon the validity of
the rape charge itself by warning
that there may be perjury by the
rape victim."
Dr. Stratton's over indulgence in
the problematic emotional strain
upon the victim of both rape and
trial by jury cause him to lose sight
of the fact that in order for a court
to render justice at all it must be as
equally concerned with defense as
with prosecution.
The strength of Stratton's report
lies in his rendition of the changes
effected in the Los Angeles County
Sheriff's Comprehensive Rape
Investigation Program (CRIP). In
these changes one may easily
detect a great deal of progress in
official law enforcement handling
of reported rape incidents.
"The hours immediately
following the attack are those
which are most agonizing and thus
those which hold the most potential
for effective work with the victim .
. . If police officers reflect only
suspicion to the victim's
allegations . . . she will rightly feel
doubly attacked." The new Los
Angeles CRIP method for handling
rape victims does much in the way
of dispelling the common fears
which women may hold of
reporting a personal rape incident.
First, the program employs
female deputies who act as in-
vestigators, a step which was
made in recognition of "the
potential for natural empathy
between a woman law enforcement
officer and a woman rape victim."
Such a step has yielded "a more
efficient gathering of evidence,
more willing cooperation from the
victim, and consequently higher
arrest and conviction rates."
The female deputies on duty in
each sheriff's substation
throughout Los Angeles County
remain at work with a victim from
the time of an incidental rape
report until court proceedings have
terminated. As Dr. Stratton
summizes, perhaps the most
outstanding qualify of female
deputies is that they do not
sexually represent the rapist.
Summarizing the procedural
training for female deputies of
CRIP, Stratton indicates that the
program revolves around "the
necessity for a humane approach
to the victim and for an effective
interrelationship between medical
treatment for physical trauma,
collection of evidence for possible
prosecution, and psychological
counseling on both an immediate
and followup basis."
Material gathered on the issues
involving rape relate basic
statistical information such as the
number of rape incidents. Societal
myths concerning rape are also
considered: "All women secretly
desire rape; nice girls don't get
raped; , . . women ask to be raped
by dressing provocatively; . , .all
rapists are pathologically sick and
perverted men."
Dispelling such myths helps to
promote the notion of rape as a
crime of violence rather than a
sexual encounter. Another em-
phatic area of concern in CRIP is
the rapist himself.
"Contrary to societal views of
the rapist as pervert and
pathological criminal, he is often
found to be married and have a
normal suxual personality."
Rapists differ from the societal
norm "only in their greater ten-
dency to express violence and
rape." Finally, and perhaps the
most promising aspect of CRIP, is
victim counseling.
Female deputies of CRIP are
exposed to "crisis intervention
theory, counseling techniques, and
facilitative interaction with the
victim." Investigating deputies
should communicate humane
respect for a rape victim, and
should also exude an air of
genuineness "tempered with an
effective use of authority and an
ability to help." Work with
husbands, children, and relatives,
is also carried out,
One might be critical of GRIP'S
success as an aid in solving both
legal disputes and as an emotional
catharsis for rape victims. Los
Angeles County crime lab reports
tnat "it has received seventy
percent more evidence in rape
cases than it did prior to im-
plementation of the program."
In a preliminarv survey of rape
victims there is an indication that
"Their treatment by deputies was
helpful and facilitative."
Evidential material such as this is
indicative of CRIP's probable
success in law enforcement
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by Margaret Draper
Eckankar. or the Path of Total
Awareness, is one of the most
ancient religious teachings known
to man. Since the beginning of
time, the Living Eck Master, or
spiritual leader of the movement,
had guided Eckists on the path to
realizing themselves as part of the
essence of God, or Sugmad.
This essence, known as the eck
current, is the basic energy force
of all life. Stemming from the
consciousness of Sugmad, this eck
has been compared to a radio
beam, which shoots out from a
point of origin by waves. Contact
with this eck current is achieved
through a process known as soul
travel.
By shifting one's attention away
from the material world by a s«ries
of spiritual exercises, the soul of
the eckist transcends his physical
body and ascends to a higher plane
of consciousness. Eventually, the
eckist will achieve the soul plane.
At this point he reaches soul
realization, the realization that he
is a part of the essence of the
Sugmad. As this essence is
timeless, the eckist sees his soul as
eternal after physical death; the
sould if it chooses will be rein-
carnated.
One major point ot Kckankar is
the guarantee that every follower
can achieve this spiritual
liberation during his lifetime. Eacn.
individual proceeds at his own
rate, along the path, attaining a
greater capacity for learning as ne
progresses. . t , . . , . /
The Eckist is aided along this
path by the Living Eck Master, Sri;
Darwin Gross. As Living Eck
Master, Gross functions as a
spiritual guide for all those who
wish to reach the higher planes of
consciousness. On a physical level,
he acts as a representative of
Eckankar and helps spread the
teachings of the movement.
Gene Margulies, a Trinity
student who is involved in
Eckankar, describes the effects it
has had on his life as beneficial.''
feel that I have a greater
awareness of why I am here ana
where I am going." Margulies also
said that, since discovering
Eckankar, he has lost his fear of
death.
The Eckankar movement, now
based in California, consists P>
several million followers, t»e
majority of whom are Americans.
Although there are group study
programs, the basic instruction
can be received by mail. Tt|t
organization's mailing address is
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"The Criminal Justice System: Is It Working?"
by Ken Grossman
"" The question "The Criminal
Justice System: Is it Working?"
was the topic of discussion at the
monthly meeting and dinner
sponsored by the Connecticut
Chapter of American Society for
Public Administration (ASPA),
which was held this past Wed-
nesday evening in Hamlin Hall.
The program, which featured
talks by Hartford Police Chief
Hugo Masini, Acting State Com-
missioner of Corrections Raymond
Lopes, and Connecticut Superior
Court Judge Jay Rubinow, was
organized by Professor Clyde
McKee of Trinity's political
science department.
. Following short- statements by
the three main speakers con-
cerning their conceptions of the
criminal justice system's failure, a
question and answer period en-
sued. The audience who oc-
casionally disagreed with the three
expert panelists, was composed of
local and state law enforcement
officials and Hartford area town
executives.
Acting Commissioner of
Corrections Lopes summed up the
tenor of the meeting by asking and
answering three fundamental
questions: Do the police apprehend
the majority of all criminals? Are
the courts just and fair? Do prisons
rehabilitate? Lopes answered
"No" to all three questions.
All three speakers seemed to feel
that the ultimate responsibility for
making the criminal justice
system work better rests with the
law-making bodies-the federal
and state legislatures. Not only do
they set the ground rules for what
is anti-social and criminal
behavior, as Jucige Rubinow noted,
but also it is the legislatures that
must provide for funds and
programs to enforce and execute
their philosophies. The panelists
regarded a shortage of funds as a
self-evident problem, but they also
blamed a lack of coordination
between the main administrative
branches of the criminal justice
system as a primary cause for
failure.
Hartford Police Chief Masini
cited the need for increased
regional cooperation between
different law enforcement agen-
cies. This was but one aspect,
along with increased funding and
new legislation, that the chief felt
would help pull the entire system
together. He also noted the need for
each branch of the system-police,
judiciary, corrections, and the
community-to let each other know
how they could serve them better.
Judge Rubinow narrowed
criticism of the courts function in
the criminal justice system to two
sets of competing philosophies. He
said that unfavorable public
opinion towards the court's role in
restricting police discretion is an
unavoidable consequence, of the
Bill of Rights, and that the conflict
between police discretion and
protection of individual rights is
not an easy one to resolve.
Leniency in sentencing was the
other main criticism leveled at the
Alcoholism On Rise at Trinity
7 *
by John S. Cryan
If you were challenged to name
the one drug that was most abused,
the drug that accounted for more
deaths and personal tragedy than
any other, what would you answer?
Heroin? Cocaine? Amphetamines?
It's much more obvious than that.
The dfug is alcohol, and is
dispensed in a wide variety of
forms quite openly and legally
every day. The main difference
between it and any other drug is
that it is socially acceptable, not
only by select groups but almost
universally.
Alcohol is like to narcotics, first
because it is used extensively as a
form of escape, and secondly
because you can easily become
dependent on it, addicted. An
alcoholic needs a drink just as
much as a junkie needs his fix. The
drink is easier to get, yet just as
harmful.
The nature of drinking at Trinity
is characterized b'y "getting
bombed on Friday night." Yet
there are cases of true alcoholism
here on campus.
David Lee, associate dean of
student services said that while
- problems dealing with hard drugs
have declined over the last couple
years, there is a small "probably
less than one percent of the student
body", who are true alcoholics.
"By alcoholics I don't just mean
people who drink. Not everyone
who drinks is alcoholic. I mean
someone who starts drinking beer
in the morning and by early af-
ternoon is drunk and will stay that
• way the rest of the day."
The major problem with
alcoholism, Lee pointed out, is that
they themselves rarely realize that
they have become alcoholic. They
would generally picture an
alcoholic as someone of about forty
years of age addicted to hard
liquor.
But as a whole, at Trinity beer is
roost of ten used in its place. "Free
Beer" is the factor that determines
he success of most parties. If
"»ere is free beer;the party will be
weU attended. In fact, there is less
.concern over the band at a dance
wan whether or not there will be
°™x As long as beer is supplied
People are just as willing to listen
",. records; witness several of the
disco nights held here.
, u "oted that because of this it
a s been recommended that the
student government look into the
funding for different events with
regard to supplying drinks. Other
than that, there is little the college
can do to curb drinking. As Lee
explained.,; "The people who are
drinking are 18 or older, it's their
life...They have a great deal of
privacy here, I think moreso than
on most other campuses. They
have to start making their
decisions here." If they come for
counseling they will be helped, but
they must make the first move.
To learn more about counseling
for alcoholism and what can be
done to help I talked to Dr. Ran-
dolph Lee, the Assoc. College
Counselor. He states that he is
aware of "at least 20 people with
severe to moderate alcoholic
problems." He further states that
in this setting the most difficult
problem to deal with is getting
effective counseling for an
alcoholic who needs it.
Lee explained "What is needed is
a strong group, such as Alcoholics
Anonymous use. A group of people
with similar problems - offering
each other support...Unfortunately
this is very difficult to establish on
campus, due to the time that must
be taken and also to the fact that
people with drinking problems
prefer anonymity."
' Why do students drink?
Basically it is a question of coping
with.various pressures, pressures
due to grades, the job market, and
most important, peer pressures.
You go to a party and everyone is
drinking; you feel you don't fit in if
you don't drink. Or you drink to
prove yourself, to be accepted by
others.
It is here that we can help most.
Dr. Lee stresses that "We've got to
realize that alcoholism isn't funny
or fun; it really isn't funny to get
someone drunk at a party. We
should ihstead work on supporting
them, get them to seek counseling
or help; I can refer them to Hart-
ford Hospital, where . there's a
program being run now by a man
who himself was alcoholic. If they
want to be helped we can help
them." • .
Basically the entire problem is a
personal one. We all can help, we
all can be helped, but we must ask;
it cannot be forced upon us, either
by a constitutional ammendment
or by our friends.
courts, said the judge. That many
victims of crimes complain that
too much concern is given to the
rights of the criminal and not
enough to the victimized is a
dilemma the judge has faced. He
pointed out that criminologists
rarely agree on the correct length
or even the purpose of in-
carceration.
On the issue of crime's victims,
Judge Rubinow pointed out two
new but somewhat divergent
theories. One would provide for
state-sponsored indemnity in-
surance to compensate victims.
This theory is based on the idea
that the government of the people
is at fault for permitting a crime to
be committed. Another theory,
which has actually been im-
plemented in Maryland, and is
being considered elsewhere,
pertains to the value of a convict's
labor, as a means of compensating
his victims.
Acting Corrections Com-
missioner Lopes was perhaps most
out-spoken in his views. He said he
sees "safe and humane custody"
as the only useful and practical
purpose of prisons. As the answer
to criminality, Lopes felt that the
criminal justice system did not
work; consequently, he felt that
prisons are unable" to rehabilitate
criminals.
Professor McKee said that the
idea for this program sprang from
his effort this summer to define the
nature of the criminal justice
system. In addition to the police,
the courts, and the prisons, McKee
stressed that the public school
system and public health agencies
play a major role in preventing
young people from adopting
criminal tendencies.
McKee noted that from a very
practical standpoint these
programs enable people in related
fields to exchange ideas and form
personal contacts. These com-'
munieation links are crucial lo the
success of the criminal justice
system, said McKee.
He observed that Commissioner
Lopes and Chief Masini had never
met before the dinner and that
throughout the program they were
getting to know one another and
discussing their mutual problems
The Marines:
The first woman to be licensed as an Episcopalian lay reader
and authorized to administer the chalice during church rites at
Trinity College is Jill E. Englund. The college senior is shown
here receiving last minute instructions from Trinity College
Chaplain Alan C. Tull. She will administer the chalice for the first
time at services on the campus Sunday, iNovember 16. The major
in religion is from Ossipe, New Hampshire. She was licensed by
the Right Reverend J. Warren Hutchens, Episcopal Bishop of
Connecticut. The Chapel is within Bishop Hutchens' jurisdiction.
Stolen Items
Recovered
State Police reported Sunday
that they had recovered most or
all of the articles which had
been stolen from the Trinity
Security Office almost 3 weeks
ago.
According to Director of
Trinity Security A. A. Garafolo,
State Police apprehended two
out of town suspects on Sunday
night. Among the items
recovered from the trunk of
their car was a calculator,
jewelry, cameras, keys,
raincoats, a tape recorder, and
the security radios used by
Trinity Security Guards.
' Garafolo noted that the case
was still under investigation.
Host of VoA's "New York, New York"
...Black Week
(Continued from page I)
consists of dialogue, melodies,
rhythms and forms that arc
derived from the countries of the
Mid-East. Africa, and the Con-
tinental America.
"Manifestations" define
themselves us. ''That which is
revealed. Proven, Shown plainly
Evinced." This definition serves as
the statement of purpose and
ultimate aims of (heir cooperative
efforts.
Their goal is to disseminate the
multi-faceted history of the
African American by using the
universal language of music and
the living color art form of jazz.
The title of their performance is
"Where Do We Go From Here'.'"
All programs are open to the
college community and are free
unless otherwise indicated.
CPS Covers Trinity
Trinity College made a rare
appearance in the most recent
news release of the College Press
Service. In a feature entitled
"About Face - Marines Driven Off
Campus," CPA news writers
highlighted Trinity's September 30
protest of marine campus
recruitment on campus as the
lastest and most dynamic example
of how the Marine Corps "have
been driven from at least 11 college
campuses since the beginning of
last year's school year."
The protest was analyzed in the
news release from three prospec-
tives. Included were the ad-
ministrations stand as told by T.
Ronald Spencer, Dean of Students,
the demonstrators position and
lastly the marines' rebute con-
cerning the issue.
CPS is a west coast ')ased press
service which compiles campus
news nationally, on a weekly basis.
Ben Grauer To Speak On "Bookweek'
Ben Grauer, extensive book
collector and radio and tv per-
sonality for 45 years, will speak on
"Book Luck" at 8:15 on Wed-
nesday, November 19 in the
Trumbull Room of the Watkinson
Library at Trinity.
Sponsored by the Watkinson
Library and the Trinity College
Library Associates, the lecture and
reception following are free and
open to the public.
Grauer who owns a large book
collection, has acquired rare
volumes in many fields during his
worldwide travels as a broadcast
commentators
Born in New York City in 1908, he
was a child actor from the age of
eight. In 1930 he wpn a contract
with NBC, and began his radio
broadcasting career.
Presently the host on the Voice of
America's worldwide short-wave
program, "New York, New York,"
Grauer has covered the 1948 Arab-
Israeli War, the 1945 Paris peace
conference, Democratic and
Republican presidential con-
ventions since 1944, the Lindbergh
kidnapping, and many other
events.
He has served as national
secretary of the Academy of
Television Arts and Sciences and
editor of the "NBC News Picture
Book of the Year 1967." In 1956 the
French government presented him
with the Legion of Honor. Grauer
was awarded a special citation for
a quarter-century service to
journalism by the Sigma Delta Chi
journalistic fraternity in 1964.
In addition to collecting books,
he is an amateur archeologist and
operates his own hand printing
p r e s s . • > , . •  •....••' . ••'••: . . . ; - •
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The Ma ray Faces Of
The Trinity College Marching Kazoo Band,
under the direction of Uncle Sam, performed
before a capacity crowd at the Homecoming
game last Saturday. The band carried out
marching routines while playing "God Bless
America," "Yankee Doodle/' and "Dixie". The
festivities featured the crowning of the
Homecoming Queen, the honor going to a dog
who accepted the title with characteristic charm
and grace. Pictured on this page are the con-
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Foreign Students Relay Impression Of Trin, U.S.
•by Nigel Mills
To land late at night at an
American airport after a long
« flight, whether one has come from
England or from Nairobi in Kenya,
" is to step into a completely new
situation.
An exchange students visiting
Trinity on the College's exchange
program, Jama Gulaid, a Kenyan
and myself, Nigel Mills from
England, have in the first few
weeks formed many initial im-
pressions of American, and par-
ticularly college, life.
As our departure points show,
Jama and I come from very dif-
ferent backgrounds and have had
different impressions, although
when I talked to Jama, I was
' surprised to find how many times
our ideas coincided.
Jama is 19. A Kenyan educated
in Somalia till he was 16 he then
worked in an Educational Travel
Agency in Nairobi before ac-
cepting a scholarship to study
science at Trinity for four years. I
am an English and American
History major at the University of
' East Anglia, I spent a year
working before going to the
University of Norwich. I was
selected ' with Simon Lewis, an
environmental Studies major, to
spend an extra year's study at
Trinity. We both return to Norwich
in October 1976 to do our final year.
Perhaps the most important
aspect of travel is discovering the
reality behind our conceptions and
realizing how much our con-
ceptions dictate our reactions-
disappointment, surprise and
pleasure to a new situation. Jama
and I came to Hartford at least
with some knowledge of America.
Jama had studied U.S. history at
school and had come into contact
with many American travellers in
his work. I had spent two years
studying American history and
literature. The numerous strands
of communication between
England and the United States
meant that I had a fairly broad
conception of the country...a broad
conception which of course has
proved extremely faulty on a
number of occasions.
Jama spoke of his shock at the
extent of violence and crime in the
States and the failure of the
authorities to prevent its con-
tinuation. I myself, immersed by
the English media in the violence
of American cities was expecting a
continual state of terror in the
urban areas. I have found with
relief and pleasure, that one can
walk freely in most areas, and to
my astonishment I have twice
walked the streets of New York
without being mugged.
I came from England, still
perhaps the most class conscious
country in the Western world, and
have therefore found a refreshing
relaxation in this ridiculous
barrier. A number of American
friends have expressed surprise
that I should experience a lack of
class distinction at Trinity. Jama,
on the other hand, judging by his
own background was surprised by
the prevalence of class and the
stress that many students put on
their material possessions and
those of their parents. "At home in
Nairobi we never talk about what .
our parents own."
. In other aspects of American
life, Jama and I agree. Perhaps the
strongest impression we have both
experienced is the outgoing,
friendly attitude of Americans, a
fact which has made our first
weeks so pleasant and satisfying.
Admittedly, neither of us have had
a great deal of contact with
Americans outside Trinity but on
the few occasions we have, we
have found the friendliness and
interest in our backgrounds a
reflection of the attitude of Trinity
students.
I, personally, in comparison with
2 years of university life in
England have found' a greater
dedication to academic work. This
is reflected in an intense com-
petition amongst students. T also
find it leads to a more stimulating
conversation than the usual
student discussions at home.
However, this stress on work does
seem, to have stifled any great
political activity which was such a
characteristic of American student
life in the 1960's. The Marines issue
was revealing in showing the lack
of an organized student forum at
Mass. Raises Drinking
- — A g e To 19 •
by Diane Schwartz
A bill establishing a higher
drinking age may soon become law
in Massachusetts.
. The state's House of
Representatives, by a margin of 2-
v_l, voted to raise the legal drinking
age to 19. The Senate passed a
. similar measure, although by law
three readings are required before
the legislature. Following passage
in the Senate, the bill next goes to
Governor Michael S. Dukakis for
his consent. He has expressed
approval for the proposal.
18 year olds have been legally
permitted to drink since 1972, when
Massachusetts voters granted
them the right in a close election.
State Senator John Fitzpatrick
said he supported the new bill
because of the extensive use of
alcohol among high school
students. He attributed the in-
creased death and accident rate in
f5 e n t y e a r s a m o n g 1 8 y e a r o l d s t o
Representative Frank Matrango
opposed the bill. He commented
that under the proposal, 18 year
olds may still retain the right to be
members of the local licensing
board and inspect drinking
facilities, although losing the
drinking right themselves!!
Trinity. In England, the univer-
sity's Student Union, whose,
executive committee contains 3
sabbatical student posts, is the
focus of nearly all student affairs,
whether social, cultural, ad-
ministrative, and political.
This general indifference to
political affairs seems to be
reflected in the racial situation at
Trinity. Both Jama and myself,
were independently, shocked by
the distinct separation between the
white and black students at
Trinity, a situation we presume is a
reflection of the country's racial
problem.
Jama and I both come from
countries which have experienced
and are still experiencing racial
problems. But we were both struck
by the indifference and lack of
communication concerning a
problem which to two new people
seems very ominous and worrying.
We have been informed "that
Trinity has in the last few years
undergone a number of racial
incidents which must have in-
creased tension between black and
white students,
Jama as a black and myself as a
white have experienced the
situation from different aspects,
but I was first as surprised as
Jama in the apparent indifference
and clear reticence to face the
problem. As Jama first said to me,
"No one wants to speak about it."
Jama as a black has experienced
the personalpersonal effects of the
situation far more than myself. He
expressed a resentment that his
color should practically set him
into a particular group at Trinity,
particularly in the social sphere,
but also to a lesser extent in the
academic sphere.
We have both made many
friends amongst students at
Trinity, and the friendliness that
Americans have shown towards us
has been paramount in enabling us
to settle into a new life so easily
and happily. But poor relationships
between white and black students
did strike us, and in a community
of young, intelligent people it
seems to be a sad situation. I shall
leave the last words to Jama,
whose sentiments I wholeheartedly
endorse. "I came to study and live
with Americans, not one racial
group. Trinity is a beaitiful
campus, but it could be better,"
Jama Gulaid, Box 144, and Nigel
Mills, Box 1124, would be happy to
hear any reactions to the article.
Trinity Explores Karen Quintan Cose
(Adopted from an eassy, "A Life
In Balance," Time, November 3,
1915) by Professor Clyde D.
McKee, Jr., Political Science
Dept, Trinity College.
Your name is Judge Robert
Muir, age 43. You preside over the
county courthouse in Morris
County, New Jersey. The entire
world - the Pope in the Vatican, the
President of the American Medical
Society, supervisors of mental
institutions, and thousands of sons
and daughters of elderly parents -
all want you to rule on the fate of
Karen Anne Quinlan.
Karen, age 21, on April 14th
mixed tranquilizers with gin and
tonic while celebrating a friend's
birthday. She has been in a coma
ever since. She weighs only 60
pounds, is unable to move a
muscle, to speak, or to think. Her
breathing is maintained by a
respirator, a life machine.
What will you do Judge Robert
Muir? Karen's father signed a
statement authorizing physicians
to shut off the respirator. But the
physicians were afraid to risk a
charge of malpractice or murder.
The father then asked you to ap-
point him guardian so he could shut
off the machine. You refused. You
asked the county prosecutor to
show cause why he should not be
prevented from prosecuting if the
life machine is stopped. You also
appointed a public defender to
protect Karen's legal rights.
You have seen and heard a long
line of witnesses: First, Karens'
father, who said, "I want to put her
back into a natural state. This is
God's will." Next, there was
Karen's mother, who told you how
Karen once said, "Mommy, please
don't ever let them keep me alive
with any extraordinary means."
And the lawyers have presented
their arguments, Judge Muir. You
know them well. The attorney who
represents the father and mother
presented this line of reasoning:
The parents have a responsibility
for the child's best interests. The.
parents have a constitutional right
to end Karen's medical treatment
on the basis of guarantees of
religious freedom, protection
against cruel and unusual punish-
ment, and the right to privacy.
These rights are found in the First,
Eighth, and Fourteenth Amend-
ments.
But the public defender, whom
you have appointed, has respon-
ded, "Although one has the right to
hold religious beliefs, one does not
have the right to practice them to
the detriment of the state, society,
or the particular person."
The attorney for the hospital has
presented a third position. He
pleaded that you put the fate of
Karen in the hands ot her doctors,
who are best qualified to treat her.
To frustrate you even more,
Judge Robert Muir, a law school
professor said, "Some decisions
are beyond the law's competence
to make with any rigor or con-
fidence in being right." We argued
that you should not accept
responsibility to decide Karen's
fate.
You know what the saw says and
does not say. No court in the U.S.
has ever said that there is a con-
stitutional "right to die." And a
New Jersey court has ruled the
Jehovah's witnesses do not have a
legal right to refuse blood tran-
sfusion on religious grounds.
Euthanasia, deliberate mercy
killing, is murder in the eyes of the
law.
In addition to the law, Judge
Muir, you have pondered the
ramifications and consequences of
your decision. Karen is a Catholic,
but the Catholic Church does not
speak with one voice on this
matter. One priest has said,
"Extraordinary means are not
morally required to prolong life."
But another has argued, "It is
impossible to support the claim of
the right of death with dignity."
If you permit Karen's physicians
to turn off her life machine, what
will this decision mean for the
teachings of the Catholic Church,
medical practices and treatment in
all the state hospitals, institutions
for the mentally retarded, and for
the elderly? If you rule that the life
machine must keep running, what
does this mean for the medical
resources that are in short supply
in even the best equipped
hospitals? Who will get the life
machines? How many human
vegetables will be supported in
hospitals throughout America?
What fiscal priority should Karen
and others like her have during
time of intense struggle for scarce
financial resources?
You know the facts, the issues,
the arguments, the law, and some
of the consequences. Now, how do
you decide, Judge Robert Muir?
Do you pull the plug on Karen's life
machine or do you order it to
remain in operation? What is your
decision? :
RESULTS OF HOW VARIOUS




Pull the Plug - 10
Do not Pull the Plug - 3
2. Graduate Students in
Constitutional Law:-
Pull the Plug - 9
Dotnot Pull the Plug - 3 ,
Can't answer - 1
3. Undergraduate Students in
Constitutional Law:
- Pull the Plug - 12
Do not Pull the Plug - 8
Let Med Experts decide - i
Feds Focus On Consumers Of Education
1
y a r s a m o n g 1 8 y e a r o l t
lowering of the drinking age.
Massachusetts has higher liquor
Prices than its neighboring states.
f a ny of its residents apparently
cross the border to make their
Purchases in Vermont and New
Hampshire. Fitzpatrick denied the
possibility that minors would risk
more automobile accidents and
,fV? * e s t a t e to buy alcohol, if the
law takes effect.
CPS—A recent government
report, stating that "education
should be like the normal
marketplace," blasted the
"education community for not
starting consumer protection
where problems exist."
Students should have an office to
handle complaints on false ad-
vertising, unfair refund policies
and other problems that plague
consumers of any good or service,
including education, according to
the Federal Interagency Com-
mittee on Education report.
Although the report has been
received calmly in the education
community so far, Director John
Proffitt expects the battle to begin
when a task force recommends
means of implementing the
report's suggestions. The final
draft of their recommendations
should appear soon, according to
Proffitt.
High on the committee's list of
recommendations is the creation of
a central office to handle students'
complaints. The committee stated
jhat there is currently "no obvious
place to complain, there are too
many possibilities." t
If one agency were to collect and
record consumer complaints,
problems that are now handled by
various departments and
organizations could be analyzed to
-determine where-patterns exist,
the report states. Channeling all
education complaints through one
office might reveal that colleges
and universities draw many more
complaints than previously
thought.
The report said that the
government is. "aware of the
abuses of the education consumer"
that go largely unchecked now.
Among them are false promises of
jobs waiting lor a school's
graduates, lack of full disclosure of
a school's history and academic
standards, and misleading ads that
hide inferior facilities, course
offerings and faculty.
Proffitt said that the task force
will explore ways in which existing
statutes eouid be used to crack
clown on fraud of the education
consumer. Where necessary, new
statutes may be written and
backed up by a threat of cutoffs of
federal funds for offending in-
stitutions.
- Other recommendations made
by the committee include a federal
tuition insurance program and an
information clearinghouse for
education data.
The tuition insurance program
would guarantee students a refund
if the school they were attending
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There is no pizza in Bangla-Desh tonight
On Thursday of this week, the Trinity Hunger Action
Project is sponsoring an all-day fast. The Tripod supports
the ideology behind the fast, and urges the students,
faculty and administration to participate in the fast.
By participation the Tripod does not mean simply not
eating. It is very easy not to eat (although the proprietors
of Friendly's, Steak 'n Eggs and ABC will probably not
support that statement come Thursday night); it will be
difficult to participate in the fast. The fast cannot be a
financial success, comparatively speaking; SAGA is
reimbursing the organizers a pittance compared to what
could be done. The fast cannot be a moral success; what
can we as middle- or upper-class citizens do to alleviate
hunger in the Third World Nations? What can we possibly
know of true genuine hunger which knows no relief, and
sees no end in sight, no light at the end of its ever-
lengthening tunnel?
For none of these reasons can the fast be a success.
Instead, students must be totally involved in the potential
repercussions of their symbolic act. It is very easy to sit
back and say "What can 800 students in Connecticut (a
Private Liberal Arts College No Less) possibly hope to do
about alleviating hunger in the world?" It is, however,
much harder to sit back and not reach for the telephone to
dial 247-0234 or 527-7380 about 10 o'clock. Thursday night,
instead of dialing, or popping your popcorn, stop and
think—what if there were no pizza or popcorn?? Would the
entire Collegiate Society of America go through pepperoni
withdrawal if there were no pizza??
The Tripod feels that even if you are not on The Meal
Plan you should fast on Thursday. Use the time you would
normally spend eating researching the statistics on
starvation—the chronic wasting disease which affects so
many millions in our world each night, Use the time you
would normally spend eating writing a letter to Our
President Ford (freely elected by the people), asking him
to not only aid the starving in New York City, but also the
citizens of the world which, by simple bad fortune, go to
bed hungry each night.
President Lockwood, commenting on the fast, stated the
issue very well: "It is appropriate to do something
dramatic," he said, "but combined action is necessary.
Unless we do something like this (the fast) we will forget
the terrifying aspects of starvation throughout the world . .
. If you have any sensitivity at all it is impossible not to be
affected by the world's hungry."
. Isn't it about time you did something? The Cave will
survive without your dollars for one day. Can a third world
child?
Leafathon Worcestershire Sauce and More Allowance
By C.P. Stewart
Friends,.scholars, humans, and
Dean Tilles lend me your eyes. Due
to the playfulness of High Rise
gatorers and leafathoners all
residents of the edifice have been
charged $4.75 for damage to the
elevators and for the clean-up.
Now this is about as ridiculous as a
Bloody Mary without Wor-
cestershire sauce.
It is implied that the ad-
ministration feels leafathoning and
gatonng went too far. Therefore
suggestions have been made that
more playful and less dangerous
games be played such as rioting
like college students used to do. Or
how about burning buildings and
holding trustees as hostages?
Tis a shame an article in the
Tripod had to be a catalyst to this
assessment, What I'm wondering,
though, is what do I tell my
parents?
"Dear Mom and Dad,
' There's a new sport at Trinity
called leafathoning. It's the only
sport on campus where you pay the
school to play. Please increase my
weekly allowance by $4.75 so that I
can compete at least once a week.
Other students I've talked to are
asking their parents for $4.75 daily,
so I don't think my request is too
great.
Next semester I'm also going to
take gatonng as a Phsyical
Education course for my last 1/4
credit option. I'm taking it
Pass/Fail in case Dean Tilles is
teaching it. And I understand it's
transferable to Illinois' graduate
gatoring program where I'll be
eligible for my B.G. degree,
Hopefully, I'll be way ahead of
everyone when I get there.
If I don't go to graduate school I
can always be a janitor. Just
recently five janitors got paid from •«
the students $128 for raking leaves
overtime for an hour.
If you get a chance come see the
latest in fun-filledness. It's called
leap-gatoring and it's sometimes




P.S. What are you doing?
An Open Letter to the Administration
Nov. 18,1975
The Land of Nod







































It's been awhile since we've
gotten together and exchanged a
few ideas in the free market place.
Well, my time is starting to loosen
up, and I am more than happy to sit
down to rap. During this period of
silence, I've done a lot of thinking-
-which I am sure you'll want to
hear about. So let me clue you in a«
bit.
Hanging out around Phil's, the
Cave, the Library, Cook Arch,
classrooms, the Long Walk, faculty
offices, and the laundromat in
South Campus, I have heard a lot of
talk about the 'values of a Trinity
education.'Sincelhavebeentryingto
reconsider my position on such
things, my ears perk up at the
mention of such a subject. It's
funny but everyone I listen to does
not seem to k'now really what those
values are. The issue causes so
much confusion and mindless
chatter that I can not bear to listen
to people debating on the subject.
(I know this is a free market place,
so I can enter and leave it when I
please.) To get to the crux of the
matter, no one knows what the
term "the value of a Trinity
education" means. Clearly, this
causes a lot of talk and no action;
so I feel that I have to take some
time out and examine this
phenomena.
A couple of days ago, I think I
came across the primary cause of
this most grave problem. While
leafing through some of the fund
raising literature (by the way, the
pictures of the Pres. with that big
grin has to go), I noticed that the
concept of value is being used
outside of experience. In other
words, people assume that Trinity
values are formed without any
connection to what people at
Trinity actually do. Though it may
be quaint and Kantian to conceive
of value as existing beyond the
realm of human activity, it clearly
leads to a lot of misunderstanding
on the Trinity campus; as much as
1 like metaphysics--and so do the
alumni, I have tosay that it leads
to a lot of confusion and division.
Now you could respond to this by
contending that this is inevitable in
the free market place, but perhaps
there is a way around this. If the
problem stems from Trinity
values-and people not knowing
what they are, then it follows that
we should try to establish a method
of identifying those values for
everyone. As mentioned above, the
core of this problem seems to be
that Trinity values are formulated
without any connection to the
Trinity experience. Thus, the
obvious question becomes: what is
theTrinity experience? (Aaahh, the
marvels of logic when taught in a
liberal arts background!!!!!)
No one person can answer this
question, so why don't we do it
according to the great free market
place principle of competition:
have a contest in which one has to
answer the above question in 25
words or less. Of course, you in the
administration can enter and
everyone else connected with the
college community can too. Just
think of a partial list of people
submitting:
A professor who has to fight for
tenure;
The janitor who makes his living
by cleaning up after students-
because he can't get the free
market place to provide him with
another job. (Not to mention that
little Janey and Jonnie refuse to
clean up after themselves);
A student who pays over $5000 a
year for the privilege of becoming
a statistic that determines which
department gets another teaching
position;
A black student who has to face
"progressive" scholarship and
admission procedure-a procedure
geared towards furthering the
inequities of a constitution which
1 deems a black individual as 3/5ths
of a person;
A member of the surrounding
neighborhood who through.
Trinity's lax exempt status has to
pick up the burden of paying for
inadequate city services;
A professor who is so concerned
about his image that he sues the
members of the free market place
of ideas because he can no longer
accept the competition that his"
position depends on;
An 18 year old freshman who
wants to learn, but must spend
most of his/her time memorizing
for a mid-term and a final;
An administrator who has to
worry about keeping an even keeL \
while the college ship "Lollipop" '
continues to polarize itself despite
the efforts of some students to
speak out;
A professor who has been told
that his/her position is fairly
lasting, bqt after one year it turns
out that there is only space for two
and not'three;
A student who wants to meet
people, listen to them, com-
municate with them and learn with
them, but never gets the chance
because of Trinity College. So the
student drops out.
I am sure that there will be more
submissions, especially a couple
from those who know the ins and
outs of the upper half of Vernon
Street. Well, anyway this is just a
sampling-a mere possibility oi
what could happen.
I think the submissions should De
submitted to the President's office.
Oh, but there is only a minor
problem who shall judge and what
does the winner receive.
Yours truly.
RickHornung
someone who writes can have, is tothe misprints which led to the Sirs, (or Madames. whateverin response to read in print what he wrote, themisrepresentation of several gender those running the Tripod
happen to be) I have heard talkthemes did disturb me. The
the 'Review' cruditious thing he can receive isalteration of several words that not many people submit things
what he wrote, printed differentlysignificantly changed the context to the REVIEW. Well, it seems to
than what he submitted to theof certain sections. One such me that if you want people to
select selection committee whomassacration dealt with the continue submitting articles or
determines what gets printedliterary works to Trinitydocumentation of a sonnet by
(presumably correctly) from whatpublications that you would do
goes- into Pile #13.
Dear Printers of the Trinity
Tripod:
(who don't go to Trinity,
anyway)
I wrote "Catatonia-
Schitzophrenia with an Immobile
Twist" which was in the REVIEW.
Were I a sensitive aspiring young
writer, I would not only demand an
apology but also compenstion for
the bastardization of parts'of my
prose which I submitted to the
REVIEW. It was my impression
that when articles were published,
that they went to a competent
printer and not to a
slaughterhouse. I understand that
the majority of the numerous
errors which occur throughout, not
only my article but also the whole
TRIPOD, is a result of the
humanness of the printers and not
the shortsightedness of the
REVIEW or TRIPOD staff. To err
is human, to forgive is divine.
Well, I forgive them.
In fact, I actually didn't mind
that the printer's haphazardly
scattered the footnotes throughout
my article. I realize that this might
have caused some confusion to the
readers who are slow to catch on to
innovative printing techniques. I
guess printers don't deal much
with footnotes, so this strange
literary convention must have
thrown them for a loop. It was sort
of nice to have my name misspelled
(even though I'm pretty sure I
spelled it correctly on the sub-
mission I put in the REVIEW'S
mail-box) because some people
might think that I am related to
Fredreich Engels. I didn't care
about the misprints (or spelling




Those two great detectives,
Terces Ciusleuth and Hem F.
Trebor, were at Trinity once more
on a vital search, tracking down an
object which the president of the
college had invited them to try to
find.
As they strolled down the Long
Walk, Trebor suddenly halted,
knelt down, and examined a sec-
tion of the pavement with his
magnifying glass. He then looked
up and smiled. "To some," he said,
"this might appear to be an or-
dinary sidewalk, but I can read a
good deal into it. This inscription
says, "TR-FSL Ne glorietvr ac-
cinctvs aeqve vt discintvs MCMX-
VIII,' which is obviously written in
code since the words are so hard to
pronounce, especially the first and
last ones. I'll send it to a decoder
and see if he can interpret it," he
said, rising.
Suddenly, Clusieuth shouted
"Look out!" They both dropped to
the pavement once more, barely
escaping being hit by a frisbee
thrown by someone on the Quad.
"The trail seems to have run out
here," said Clusieuth. "Let's look
beyond that arch down there, but
be careful, one of our arch-enemies
may be hiding there."
No sooner had they walked
through the Downes Memorial
Arch than their keen perception
spotted that which they were in
quest of. Never had the discovery
of a priceless stolen necklace or
heavy blunt instrument given them
such a sense of accomplishment, or
even finding a mutilated corpse
given them such enjoyment. There
before their very eyes was what so
many had searched for in vain,
since their lack of trained detective
instinct had failed to spot in the
innocent-looking parking lot what
it really contained-the famed
Trinity Rabbit!
Everyone knows that
Shakespeare was not a renowned
lecturer, but anyone who has ever
read anything by him knows what
an accomplished LECHER he was.
There is a considerable difference
in an old man who delivers
speeches which people want to
hear with an old man who
delivers something entirely dif-
ferent to someone who doesn't
want it.
something to insure that what
those people submit, gets printed
as they wrote it. If this issue seems
important to you, I suggest you
proof-read the final draft at "the
printers before they print it,
supervise the printing, or patronize
a printer who has either competent
workers with at least a high school
diploma or non-union employees.
The most precious thing
While I'm on the subject of the
quality of last weeks TRIPOD, I
wanted to let you know that the
REVIEW supplement was sand-
wiched in with the Sports section,
because you might have missed it.
I know that some people can see a
definite correlation between
college athletics and literature,
other than that they both happen at
college. I must admit that I found it
a bit misplaced there. Now, don't
get me wrong, I have school spirit
and I like football, but it seems
unfortunate that the layout design
required that the REVIEW sup-
plement be placed next to four
Trinity football players ravaging
some football player from an alien
school.
I'm really not as dismayed as I
might sound, but I thought that I
should bring these things to your
attention as you might not have
seen them the first time around.
Thank you for giving me a cause to
"sound-off" about. Keep up t.!>e
good work. ' ,
Humbly yours,
BillEhgehnosi
An Alfernatiwe View of the Bicenfeniaf
The following is reprinted by
permission from the American
Friends Service Committee
Quaker Service Bulletin, Fall
1975 Consolidated Edition. Its
author, John A. Sullivan is'the
Associate Executive Secretary
of the organization.
The Bicentennial year is just
around the corner. Amid the
commercial, political, and
semi-patriotic hustling that
surrounds its advent, there are
anxious and sometimes angry
voices heard. They ask two
searching questions :
Is it right to spend millions of
dollars on a 200th anniversary
party when there are millions
of citizens of the Republic
unemployed, suffering bad
health and malnutrition, living
in dilapidated dwellings, ati
tending exploding or
inadequate schools, and while
the country's leaders evade the
admittedly staggering tasks of
achieving equality, justice and
opportunity in real ways for
all, not some Americans? Is it
celebration that is needed, or
cerebration?
Is the American Revolution a
closed chapter in history, .or do
we still seek to achieve its
goals, to complete the tasks
undertaken in 1776?
The questions are raised in
an era very different from two
centuries ago. The Annual
Meeting ! of the AFSC
(Philadelphia, on November 8)
is stressing the prophetic
words of the late Quaker
philosopher-activist, A.J.
Muste, who said, "The world
we have known is passing . . .
Human-kind has to become a
new humanity or perish. If we
are true at such a juncture to
the seed of love which is in us,.
. . we shall be loose and ex-
perimental. We shall be aware
that we stand at the end of an
era, but much more basically
that we stand before a new
beginning."
The Bicentennial celebration
of national independence oc-
curs in a new planetary con-
text: instantaneous com-
munication has shrunken the
world and what happens in one
place affects many others. We
are facing the necessity of
building into our thought and
action processes the concepts
of interdependence and in-
terrelatedness.
The less powerful Third
World nations are pressing the
more powerful to accept a new
socio-economic world
relationship, to share the
world's wealth and resources
more equally and to prevent a
further widening of the rich-
poor gap. Throughout the
world there are new
movements, pressing for
radical political and economic
change. They challenge the
division of power between the
First and Second Worlds. They
challenge the transnational




desperately, and the nuclear
powers that live near the
catastrophic brink uneasily
maneuver to support or oppose
them.




rebellion — and coun-
terviolence from national
armed services, the police and
Tripod Editorial Board Elections
will he held Sunday, Nov. 23
at 3 p.m. Ail positions are up
for renewal — All staff members
are urged to attend.
the powerful forces of the
status quo.
All this occurs when there is
realization—and resistance to
it—that the air, water and
earth are afflicted with social
and industrial poisons that
endanger plant and animal
life.
Never was there more need
for a new beginning on a
generous scale. But realism
sobers idealism. Making a new
beginning requires a readiness
for major change, for a
looseness and ex-
perimentalism that is not
evident among the powerful 01
this country or the world. Nor
is it evident among the less
powerful but comfortable.
The American poet Murie>
Rukeyser said. "Now again we
see that all is unbegun. It we go
deep enough, we .reach tho
common life, the shared ex-
perience, the world "•
possibility."
For AFSC. the words of the
17th century Quaker. John
Woolman. are a signpost at
such a time: "Here we have a
prospect of one common in-
terest from-which our .own i.»
inseparable, that to turn all tin-
treasures we possess into iht
channel of Universal Lov,-.~
becomes the business of our
lives." .
With these challenges ir
mind. AFSC looks to the
•Bicentennial as a time, wf-
hope, not for backward
peering self-congratulation
but for a new beginning.
CoL&Y
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/Music
Trinity Stage Band to Perform Thursday
The Trinity College Stage Band will
perform its first concert this year on
Thursday, Nov. 20 at 8 p.m. in the
Washington room. The free concert will be
sponsored by Mather Hall Board of
Governors. This concert will be similar to
one performed by the group last January in
Austin Arts center.
The group, directed by Larry Allen, will
perform a program of rock and jazz with the
Big Band sound of 1930-40. Many of the
pieces are popular top-forty hits from the
past decade.
There are sp,e 20 members in the band.
The instruments include trumpet, trom-
bone, saxophone, piano, bass, guitar and
perctfssion. The band is part of the Trinity
Instrumental Music Program, which also
includes a string ensemble, string quartet,
and brass ensemble. The string ensemble
recently performed Postludes, The brass
ensemble plays at chapel services.
Allen has directed the stage band since
fall, 1973. He heads the Trinity Instrumental
Music Program, and teaches music in a
West Hartford public school. Graduated
with a master of arts degree fromv Hartt
College of Music, Allen is principal oboist
with the New Britain Symphony and plays
English horn with the Hartford Symphony.
He has written extensively on electronic




On November 11 in Hamlin Hall, Charles
Wright read selections of his poetry. Sharp
images were seen, sounds were heard, and
rhythms were sensed throughout the
reading, for Wright's poetry appeals to
almost all the senses. You are drawn into it.
Words are combined smoothly and rhyth-
mically, but there is a certain sharpness in
his poetry also.
From an autobiographical poem he read
entitled "Nightdream":
Listen the old roads are taking flight;
Like bits of string, they too
Rise in the pendulous sky,
Whispering, whispering
Echo has turned a deaf ear
The wayside is full of leaves . . .
The tall dark-haired poet read various
selections from his three books. The poems
read ranged from a light amusing poem
entitled "Nuns" to intense autobiographical
works. Wright was a strong, witty reader
who threw in comments, criticisms and
anecdotes about his poems throughout the
reading. Before beginning his poem,
"Homage to Baron Corvo," Mr. Wright
related many anecdotes about the baron.
Apparently Corvo was "a very eccentric,
very brilliant writer who was extremely
afraid of amphibians and once fainted for
thirty hours when he was one," commented
the poet.
"Nouns," another poem read was very
funny, "and I hope it's witty," grinned
Wright. It's the only light poem I've written.
"Nouns":
Nouns are precise, they wear
The boots of authority;
Nouns are not easily pleased.
Nouns are assured, they know
Whom to precede and whom to follow,
They know what dependence means,
That touchstone of happiness;
They need no apologist.
When nouns fall to disuse and die,
Their bones do not coalesce.
Such absences implicate
No person, no place, no thing.
The bulk of the poetry read by Mr. Wright
was autobiographical. His work, "Tattoos"
consists of a series of short poems about
incidents in his lifetime that made marked
impressions upon him, tattoos. The janitor
in his kindergarten, a recurrent dream, the
death of his parents and a snake-handling
religious service in his native Tennessee are
some of the incidents described in the poem
"Tattoos". The short poems comprising this
work fall into place quite well and naturally
follow one another. The poems are very
accurate, and are found in his new book,
Bloodlines.
From "Tattoos":
The hemlocks wedge in the wind.
Their webs are forming
something—questions:
Which shoe is the alter ego?
Which glove inures the fallible hand?
Why are the apple trees draped in black?
And I answer them. In words
They will understand, I answer them:
The left shoe.
The left glove.
Someone is dead; someone who loved them
is dead.
Regret is what anchors me;
I wash in a water of odd names.
White flakes from next year sift down, sift
down.
I lie still, and dig in,
Snow-rooted, ooze-rooted, cold blossom.
This poem describes the impressions the
poet received when his father died, Charles
Wright retains and records all the incidents
that made a profound effect upon him. He
goes within himself and describes his self
discoveries accurately, rhythmically, and
beautifully.
A native of Tennessee, Mr. Wright is now
an associate professor-at the University of
California.
iMulti-Media Concert at Atheneum
Hartford, Conn.-One of the first
performances of a new work of
contemporary music will be
performed by the New England
Contemporary Ensemble at the
Wadsworth Atheneum on Sunday,
November 23, at 3 p.m. "Passio
Avium" (Passion of the Birds) is a
multi-media work composed by
Richard Moryl, who is also
" director of the Ensemble, and it is
based on a play by W.B. Yeats
entitled Calvary.
"Passio Avium" uses dance,
mime and masks; it is a play, an
opera as well as an instrumental
chamber work and is difficult to
place in any one category. The
Yeats play, on which it is based,
deals with Christ as a man rather
than the son of God-a Jesus who
comes to realize the loneliness of
his burden and sacrifice.
Richard Moryl is a composer-
conductor of considerable ex-
perience. He has had over three
hundred performances of his own
works, twenty-five publications,
and four of his works have recently
been released on Desto Records.
Among the awards and fellowships
he has received are Fulbright,
Tanglewood and Bennington
scholarships and a Kellogg Grant,
area, in concerts, workshops and
open rehearsals. The twelve
members of the ensemble are
among the finest musicians in the
area. They include Nancy Savin,
soprano; Joseph Geyer, tenor;
Merle Lentz, narrator; William
Moses, mime; Judy Smith, cello;
Joseph Celli, oboe; Joanne Moryl,
piano; and David Smith, per-
cussion. They have performed
numerous concerts throughout
New England.
Electronic Music for Teachers."
Band President Ray Sikora, '76, said the
band went on a tour last spring to several
area schools including Wheaton and Smith
Colleges. He added that a similar tour will
be scheduled for the group later this year,
The stage band rehearses 7 p.m. Thur-
sdays in Garmany Hall. Anyone interested
in joining may contact Sikora or Mark
Gerchman, '77, band manager.
Art
Editor On xContempory Art1
This Wednesday evening, November 19, at
8:00 p.m. in Room 320 of the Austin Arts
Center, the Fine Arts Department will
present Richard Martin, editor of Arts
Magazine, speaking on "Contemporary Art:
A Reconsideration of Form and Content."
The lecture will accompany slides and is
free and open to the public.
In his two years as editor of Arts, Martin
has succeeded in elevating the prestige of
the magazine in the art, world to the point
that it is now recognized as the most ex-
citing and lively of the nationally circulated
art periodicals for new thought on con-
temporary art. Key to this achievement has
been Martin's open editorial policy, begun
four years ago when he served as special
features editor, based upon a desire to en-
courage new writing talent in conjunction
with new art talent. At the same time he has
set rigorous standards of quality which have
tended to attract established writers to the
magazine. His list of contributors includes
such well-known names as Susan Sontag,
Clement Greenberg, Robert Pincus-Witten.
Barbara Rose, Jack Burnham, Gregory
Battcock, and Linda Nochlin.
Prof. Martin is an art historian by
training, with a B.A. from Swarthmnre and
advanced degrees from Columbia
University. In 'his commitment to the
historical perspective, he has been able to
establish in his writing and in his teaching,
an effective balance between contemporary
aspects of art and tradition, lie has en-
couraged a rising tide of art historian-critics
and Arts has become, under his guidance, a
stimulating forum for re-establishing
dialogue between working artists and
historians of art.
Martin teaches courses on contemporary
art and art history at F.I.T. and the School
of Visual Arts in*Manhattan, and has lec-
tured widely on such topics as "The Visual
Vernacular". "Erotic Art". "Imagist
Realism", "Contemporary Art and Popular
Culture", "Women Artists. Male Critics."
He has recently been concerned by the
tendency in modern criticism to separate
forma) and subject-matter considerations
into two distinct categories, ami will speak
tomorrow night on the importance of both |o
an understanding of contemporary art.
Food
The Dining-Out Duo'
Our first official venture into the world of
epicurean delights was indeed a delight. The
Marble Pillar, specializing in German food,
is located at 22 Central Row, across from the
old State House. Established in 1860, it
retains its old-time aura, The atmosphere is
casual and warm. Upon entering, one first
sees a lively stand-up bar. Beyond the bar is
a dining area serving businessmen,
families, students, couples, young, and old
alike.
The menu is varied. Selections range from
cold sandwiches to seafood platters to steak
and, of course, German entrees. There is a
substantial selection of German beers and
wines as well as an excellent mixed-drink
selection.
We started our meal with pumpernickel
bread and a Lowenbrau dark. The first
course was a cup of clam chowder, the soup
du jour. The main couse followed: Kassler
Ribchen for one of us, Sauerbraten a la
Holstein for the other. Both dishes included
a potato dumpling ar.d red vabbage. The
Kassler Ribchen is cooked with the kind of
care which enhances the delicate and
savory flavor of this smoked pork dish.
Sauerbraten is a type ot dish similar to pot
roast; the chef prepares this in such a \va\
that it is lender enough to cut without a
knife. The .sauce is seasoned to create a
flavor that has an uncommon mixture of
tanginess and mildness. Embellished with
this same sauce, the potato dumpling is
extraordinarily light. Being great con-
noisseurs of red cabbage, we can say with
conviction that this is the pick of the patch
No one flavor dominates the meal, yet each
is distinctive. The apple struedel is
special—a flaky crust teeming with fruil
and dusted with confectioner's sugar.
The portions are fully satisfying but do not
leave one with a "green-in-tne-gills" feeling
The prices an? reasonable: Lowenbrau.
SI. 10, cup of soup, $.75. Kassler Rihchen
$3.65. Sauerbraten a la Holstein s:Ur> ien-
trees include dumpling ar.d red cabbage',
apple struedel S.HI). The service was friendly
and fast. There was a refreshing rapport
between the waiters and customers.
We spoke briefly with the manager who
told us that thf! chef cooks authentic German
dishes rather than Americanized German
dishes. He also told us of a Christmas season
special to be added to the menu, traditional
German goose and duck.
Besides lunch and dinner, the Marble
Pillar has an early morning breakfast. A
pitcher ot Heineken I$4.HH or a battle of
German wine with imported cheese and
crackers I$.HI>> are available for afternoon
or mid evening binges
The Marble Pillar is a rtenmng place
with delectable eatable.-- ami unavoidable
fun.
Tin- Trinlly Trijuiil. [i.iiii
WRTC Revamped; Needs Money
WRTC is an educational non-
commercial radio station funded
by Trinity College. We are now
going into our twenty-fifth year of
broadcasting, which is no small
achievement for a radio station run
primarily by students. This year,
WRTC has put together a very fine
staff which offers quite a diversity
of shows.
WRTC brings you jazz to start off
each day: On Monday, Tim Phelan
concentrates on the big band
sound. During the rest of the week,
Bob Paskowitz, Billy Skinner,
Steve Dash and John Shaskus
present a variety of styles ranging
from ragtime to blues to the most
avant-garde in acoustic and
electric music. Requests are
honored-hope you'll join us.
A major aspect of WRTC's
programming is the field of rock.
Two blocks of contemporary rock
are presented almost every day:
11:30 AM-l:30 PM and 6:30-9:30
is strength in diversity and we fell
that our fine rock staff lives up to
that contention.
'"Culture Shock" offers a com-
plete variety of "classical" music,
featuring works by composers
shows are programmed according
to the discretion of each daily host
but requests are welcomed. Tune
in from 1:30 to 4:30, Monday thru
Friday afternoons for "Culture
Shock" and three hours of musical
enlightenment.
WRTC presents Special
Programming from 4:30 to 5:30
PM, Monday thru Friday. These
programs focus on unusual topics
both in the world of music and out
of it...from artist documentaries to
features on subjects of current
runs from international to local
news to sports and weather. In
addition to the regular news, the
News in Spanish is broadcast from
6:00 to 6:30 each weekday evening
incooperation with WFSB-TV, Ch.
3.
Thoght Power Crew is a family
of Third World Brothers and
Sisters who are striving to carry
PM. Each of our programmers
covers a different portion of this
virtually undefinable genre. For
example, Nancy Cohen focuses on
the area of folk-rock while Bruce
Goldberg explores the blues; Ira
Goldman and Andy Taylor play the
best of British and European rock
and John Latz orients his show
toward jazz. WRTC believes there
interest to just about anything the
show's host can think of. When you
tune in to Special Programming,
you will hear an hour of in-
formation and entertainment.
The scope of the news at WRTC
alternative programming to Black,
Latin and all Progressive people in
the southern New England area.
We attempt to bring you good
music, relevant news and com-
munity-oriented knowledge. We
recognize the need for a new type
of radio that will deal with reality,
We hope to make social comments
and evaluations and to operate as
an extended resource of the
community.
Under the direction of Carl
Roberts and Steve Dash, the
Production and Public Service
Announcement departments are
responsible for all recorded parts
of WRTC's programming. Please
send us any information you would
like to have read to the public.
WRTC has just purchased a new
transmitter to injure unin-
terrupted broadcasting. Along with
the high cost of running a good,
non-commercial station, this has
put us into a small financial bind.
In order to continue the fine ser-
vices we offer, we are asking you,
our listeners, to help us to keep
moving ahead.
Please donate any money that
you are able to afford; no donation





Thank you for your concern and
assistance.
Master Dance Class
Michael Uthoff, artistic director
of the Hartford Ballet Company,
will give a Master class on
Tuesday, November 18 from 7:00-
9:00 in Seabury 9.
Mr. Uthoff became artistic
director of the Hartford Ballet in
1972. A native of Chile, Mr. Uthoff
has choreographed over a dozen
ballets in the neo-classic, romantic
and contemporary styles which
have become the foundation of the
Hartford Ballet's repertoire. He
has additionally created ballets for
the Minnesota Dance Theater, the
Jof frey Ballet, Ballet Classico 70 of
Mexico, and for Melissa Hayden
and Peter Martins of the New York
City Ballet. Mr. Uthoff was also
formerly a principle dancer with
the Jose Limon Dance Company
and the Joffrey Ballet.
The Master class is open to
anyone interested.
Concert
Concert sponsored by Students
for Music at Trinity. Janet
Cochran, Cello, Richard Sooper,
Virginal and Piano, Joseph Conley,
Recorder. Featured works:
Vivaldi - Cello Sonata in A minor,
Handel - Recorder Sonata in B
minor, Bach - Piano Partita #3 in A
minor, Bach - Suite #3 in C Major
for unaccompanied Cello.
Wednesday, Nov. 19 8:30 p.m.







































































































































































BY G G POTTER
k HOW COME yl SIT-IN PROTEST
r JOH is so ^SUCCEEDE-D.'
SMILEY TODAY?
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f udenf Directs One-Act 'Saved'
Saved is a controversial play by
Edward Bond, When first seen in
London in 1965, it was banned for 3
years by the Lord Chamberlain.
Concerned with violence and
the effects it brings on those who
indulge in it, as well as those who
witness it, the play examines the
striking, vengeful actions of a
group of lower class British
people. Trinity's production is
student-directed, with an entirely
student-run tech crew. It is a
challenging, exciting show, and
will hopefully stir some thoughtful
consideration in its audience.
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TT. 44 tel 693-2541 Canton
We Deliver
NEW PARK PIZZA HOUSE
72 NEW PARK AVENUE
(Off Park Street) •
Open 7 Days 10 AM to 1 AM
232-2690
SAVED by Edward Bond
A student-directed production
November 21 and '>2 at 8:15 p.m.
STUDENT-DIRECTED LIFT
ONE-ACTS
December 2 4 and 9 at 4:lfl p.m.
NATIONAL THEATRE IN-
STITUTE TOUK1NU COMPANY
December 5 at 8:15 p.m.
A PROGRAM OF DANCE
December 11 at 8:15 p.m.
Admission charged
For further information phon<s
f>27-K(>62.
S P E C I A L : Hanging
Wandering lews 20% Discount




Sen'd for your up-to-date, 160-page!, mail order catalog of
5,500 topics. Enclose $1.00 to cover postage and handling,
COLLEGIATE RESEARCH
1720 PONTIUS AVE., SUITE 201
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Announcements
Spanish Film Financial Aid R.I.F. Volunteers Pass/Fail
The Spanish Club presents the
third film in its film series, Bunel's
VIRIDIANA, WEDNESDAY,
NOVEMBER 19, at 7:15 P.M. in
McCook Auditorium. The Spanish
government was duped into
financing this film, which is also
banned in Spain. Spanish, with
English subtitles.
Viridiana deals with the im-
possibility of living a pure
Christian life. Bunel casts doubt on
both the value of spiritual beliefs
and the purity of the central
character's motive.
The film has a consistently
disturbing atmosphere, created by
some of Bunel's most unusual
erotic and religious imagery. It is
at the same time a subtle reflection
of Spanish tradition. Viridiana is
one of Bunel's finest films.
Applications for financial aid
from Trinity for the Trinity Term,
1976, are now available in the
Financial Aid office in Downes
Memorial. The deadline for
completing the application is
Friday, December 5.
X-mas Fair
Christmas Fair, Saint Lawrence
O'Tpole Church Hall, 480 New
Britain Avenue, Hartford.
Homemade Articles, Baked Goods,
Christmas Ornament Boutique,
Santa Claus and a Snack Bar.
Saturday, December 6th, 6:00 PM.
- 10:00 P.M. and Sunday,
December 7th, 10:00 A.M.-4:00
P.M. Free Admission.
READING IS FUN-DAMENTAL
is a program designed to make
reading and learning fun for
children and to motivate them to
read. The Hartford School
Volunteer Program coordinates
this activity and is seeking tutors
especially in reading and math.
Spanish speaking tutors are
especially welcome. This may be
an opportunity for you to practice
your Spanish.
Other volunteers are needed as
well to distribute books, arrange
book-fairs, produce puppet shows,
organize song-fests, set-up
reference libraries, tell stories,
and engage in other motivational
activities.
If you can volunteer some time
please call the School Volunteer
Program, 566-6062.
News Notes
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Student Essay Contest Offers $6,000
Students in college or. graduate
school have an opportunity to win a
top award of $2,500 cash plus a
$2,500 research or travel grant in
an essay contest on welfare reform
sponsored by The Institute for
Socioeconomic Studies.
Leonard M. Greene, Institute
president, said the award will be
made for the best 10,000-word
paper on the subject "Income
Supplementation--A Solution to
America's Welfare Crisis."
A second prize of $1,000 cash and
up to 10 consolation prizes of $100
each also will be awarded. The
staff and trustees of The Institute
will be judges.
The research program of the
non-profit foundation of White
Plains, N.Y. is focused on ex-
ploring possible reform of United
States welfare policy.
Deadline for entry of papers is
March 1, 1976. The essay contest
winners will receive their awards
at a presentation ceremony in
Washington. D.C. early in May,
1976. While in Washington, both the
essay winner and runner-up will
meet with ranking members of
Congress in a symposium on .
welfare reform to be sponsored by j
The Institute for Socioeconomic j
Studies. , ;
In announcing the competition, j
Mr. Greene said its objective is "to i
encourage America's students to
think constructively about the vast :
problems caused by the failure of
present U.S. socioeconomic
policy."
Entrants' papers, he said, may
give consideration to such topics as
an evaluation of existing welfare
programs, techniques of income
supplementation, and how work
incentives are affected by present
welfare policy and how that might
be altered by adoption of an in-
come supplement.
The Institute will have the option
of publishing winning papers, Mr.
Greene said. During 1975, The
Institute has published two
monographs, "Great Britain's Tax
Credit Income Supplement", In-
corporating study of the social
insurance and public assistance
programs of industrialized
democracies throughout the world
by Bette K. Fishbein, staff
economist of The Institute for
Socioeconomic Studies.
Currently planned for
publication is an analysis by for-
mer U.S. Representative Martha
W. Griffiths of Congress' next
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The Institute reserves the right
to cancel the first and second
prizes if, in the sole judgement of
the judges, no suitable papers are
submitted.
Registration forms and complete
information about the student
essay contest may be obtained by
writing to Essay Contest Director,
The Institute for Socioeconomic
Studies, Airport Road, White
Plains, N.Y. 10604.
Ski Program
A four week ski-conditioning
program will begin at the Hartford
YMCA on Wednesday, November
26th, at 7:30 P.M.
Most common ski accidents,
such as knee injuries and sprained
or broken ankles, can be avoided
through proper muscle stretching
and conditioning according to Bill
Beisiegel, YMCA Assistant
Physical Director.
The program, which begins with
a warm-up period, will teach
specific exercises designed to work
on the muscles used in skiing. In
addition, cardiovascular exercises
which build up heart and lung
endurance will be-demonstrated
and executed.
Up until and including Tues.,
Nov. 25, 1975, a student may elect
to receive a letter grade in a course
he has indicated to the Registrar
he is taking Pass/Fail. No course
may be converted from a grade to
the Pass/Fail option.
Clement Lecture
The annual Clement Lecture will
be given by Tom Wicker, Associate
Editor of the New York Times, on
Dec. 2, 1975 in the Washington
Room. Wicker also writes the "In
the Nation" column for the New
York Times.
Dance 412
There will be a meeting for all
students interested in Dance 412:
Special Studies (topic: Multi-Arts
Improvisation) on Thursday, Nov.
20 at 4:00 in Seabury 47. Priority
will be given to students who have
had dance improvisation and/or
improvisation in another art form.
Venture Program
Mr. Thomas Dingman of the
College Venture Program will be
at Trinity College on Tuesday, 2
December 1975, to talk with
students who have already sub-
mitted applications for par-
ticipation in the Venture Program.
He will also hold a general in-
formational meeting for those
interested in finding out more
about the program, for the future
(for jobs beginning after January
1976). Please consult Dean Win-
slow, Mrs. Mann (Ext. 335) or Mrs.
Kidder (Secretary to the Dean for
Educational Services) for further
details.
Ski Trip
TOP, Trinity Outing Program, is
sponsoring a five day ski trip
(January 4-9, 1976) to Canon and
Loon Mountains and Waterville
Valley open to all members of the
Trinity community. The cost will
be $89.00 (plus $6.00 tran-
sportation) based on four per-
sons/room accommodations, five
days' lift tickets, five breakfasts,
four dinners, plus evening en-
tertainment,
If you don't plan to downhill ski
costs will be $25.00 less. Please see
Dean M. David Lee in the Office for
Student Services to sign up, A
twenty dollar deposit is due
Tuesday, November 25.
"Minority View"
WRTC-FM of Trinity College, in
cooperation with Joan R, Singer,
WTIC Radio and the Anti-
Defamation League of B'nai
B'rith, will air a number of special
programs of the "Minority
Viewpoint" series. These
programs were first heard over
WTIC Radio. Some of the subjects
included will be women, Jews in
Arab lands and the Vietnamese
refugees.
The programs will be broadcast
on Friday, November 21, at 4:30
p.m. and Friday, December 5, at
4:30 p.m.
NPW. independent ABA-approved school offers
stimulating academic environment in rural
Vermont.'J.D. degree. Competitive admission
(120 places;. Applications accepted until
March 1, 1976. For information, write:
Admissions, Drawer , Vermont Law School,
South Royalton, Vt. 05068.
J tCl1 JjfVilii1 I*, (j S pil/.r«,'
home
Go home on Allegheny. And
save yourself some money. We
offer a wide variety of discount
travel plans with big savings for
groups and individuals.
The Liberty Fare. You can go
home and a lot of other places
besides, with unlimited travel at
one low price. You get a choice of
3 plans, too-7 days for SI29. 14
days for S149 and 21 days for S179.
Good everywhere we fly. except
Canada.
Group 10. Save up to 3.W&
roundtrip (up to 209r one way).
Groups of 10 or more save when
they purchase tickets 48 hours in
advance and take off together. And
you can each return separately, if
you like. Good everywhere we fly.
Group 4-9. Save up to 20%
roundtrip. Groups of 4 to 9 save
when you make reservations 48
hours i"n advance and fly together
to and from selected cities. Stay at
iea.it 3 but no more than 30 days.
Leave before noon on weekdays—
anytime on weekends. .
Weekend. Save up to 25% on
your roundtrip ticket when you
go and return on a Saturday or
Sunday.
For complete information on
all of our money-saving discount
travel plans and flight reservations,
see your Travel Agent or call your
local Allegheny Airlines reserva-
tions number. And get ready to go
home or anywhere else.
IMV:
America's 6th largest passenger-carrying airline.
, Trinity's Pat Heffernan (#31) takes handoff from Quarterback George Rose
by Wayne N. Cooke
underPlaying  ideal conditions
before an enthusiastic
homecoming crowd of close to
6,000, the Trinity College football
team concluded its season this past
Saturday with a disappointing
though hardfought 14-11 loss to
Wesleyan at Jessee Field. The
defeat, bringing both team's final
record to' 4-3-1 and upping the
Cardinal lead in the series to 44-30-
l, marks only the third time in ten
years the Bantams have suffered a
setback to their southern coun-
terpart.
Although both teams tried
desperately to formulate a
sustained drive in the early going it
was Trinity that met with success
most often. On three occasions in
the first period, the Bantams were
able to break past the opponent's 30
yard line-twice on prolonged
marches and once on a John
Wiggin fumble recovery at the
Cardinal 14 - but except for a lone
field goal by senior place-kicker
Mike Maus on the third of these
possessions, were unable to reach
the board. Toward the close of the
quarter, Wesleyan's previously
dormant offense emerged,
however, and on a fifteen yard
endzone pass play, took a quick 7-3
as the period closed.
The second quarter, as for the
most part did the remainder of the
game, featured the play of both
squad's defensive units. The
Bantam team, headed by the front
line of Gary Zabel, Victor Novak,
John Griglun, Rich Uluski, and
Joe Carroll (replacing injured
regular Don Grabowski) shut off
the Cardinal running attack.almost
completely and when, on those
rare occasions, a stray Wesleyan
ball carrier managed to sneak
past, linebackers George Niland
and Gary Jones formidably
nullified his effort. Similarly, the
secondary work of seniors Steve
Thoren and John Wiggin and
juniors Dave Jancarski and Bob
O'Leary ably prevented any
second quarter aerials from
prolonging any Cardinal march.
Unfortunately, however, the
Wesleyan unit performed
similarly, and thus the score
remained 7-3 as the half ended.
Highlighting the defense's ef-
forts in the first half was a classic
goal-line stand on the final series of
downs in the second stanza. With
Wesleyan moving on seven plays
all the way to their opponent's 4
yard line and less than a minute to
go, the Bantam defense, primarily
" " secondary, met with their
captain Thoren, overcame the
hapless Wesleyan line to block the
kick.
Upon receiving the ball at
around midfield from the second
half kickoff, Trinity began its
fourth march of the day. Driving
all the way to the opponent's 23
yard line behind the passing of
senior quarterback George Rose
and the running of classmate John
Wholley at halfback, it was here,
however, that the Bantam's were
once again halted, and Maus was
called upon for the three-pointer.
As with his previous attempt,
however, a strong wind became a
hindrance, and the 45 yard boot fell
just shy, giving Wesleyan control.
After a change of possessions by
both teams, Trinity's coming off an
untimely tumble on the opponent's
45 yard line, the Card's began their
second scoring march of the day.
On successive gains of 21,4, and 30
yards, coming off a pass, a
quarterback keeper, and a half-
back run, respectively, (the latter
for the T.D.) Wesleyan found
themselves with a fairly com-
fortable 14-3 lead with 7:19
remaining in the third period.
The Bantams, however, were not
to be denied and a little over two
minutes later gave the student
body and visiting alumni
something to cheer about, as a 48
yard scoring pass from Host1 to
junior split-end Tom Lines gave
Trinity ILS first touchdown. A
decisive roughing-the-passer
penalty helped prolong the drive,
which was capped off on a
reception by senior tight-end Tom
Melkus in the endzone for the two
point conversion. With 5:12
remaining in the third period and
the score 14-11, it now became
entirely the defense's show - for
both teams.
During the remaining twenty
Heffernan goes on to gain several yards ,.
Photo by Steve Roberts
Ll
minutes of the game, the ball
changed possessions on an
amazing 15 consecutive series of
downs, with neither team being
able "to move any closer than their
opponent's 30 yard line (except for
Wesleyan's possession in Ihe final
minute of play). Trinity's- best
effort in this span came on a 57
yard field goal attempt by Maus.
falling just short with a little over
three minutes remaining in the
game. Although the defense was
able to get the ball back for one last
series, a strong Cardinal pass rush
nullified any hope at salvaging a
tie which the Bantams entertained,
and thus, so ended the season.
Statistically, us the score would
indicate, the game was about even
although, in almost all categories
but rushing, Trinity held slight
advantages. Junior Pat Heffernan
was the leading ground gainer for
the Bantams with 86 yards on 25
attempts, followed by Wholley with
32 yards on ten carries. In passing
Hose was 13 for 28 for 158 yds., with
Lines, his primary receiver, ac-
counting for 109 of these on six
grabs. Junior Tony Ciccaglione
and Melkus followed, each with 23
yards on 3 receptions.
In kicking, Maus continued his
line performance in his last ap-
pearance as a Bantam, compiling
a 31! yard average on H punts and
accounting for the game's lone
field goal. Throughout the day,
although hindered by windy
conditions, he gave ample
evidence as to why lie is perhaps
the finest kicker in the school's
illustrious history.
For the seniors on the team, as
for all those asstx-iated with the
Bantams, it was truly a heart-
breaking loss and realistically, one
that could have gone either way.
Unfortunately, however, it was not
to t)e.






























sternest test of the day. They did,
however, capably answer, and
even prevented the apparently
duck Cardinal field goal; as a
strong onrush, headed by co-
Photo by Steve Roberts
. . . and the fighting Irishman is finally brought down by Wesleyan defenders.





The Women's field hockey team
played 3 games the week before
last. The first was an away varsity
game vs. Briarcliff. The Ban-
tamnettes came away with an easy
victory of 6-0. Goals were scored by
Ann Jones, Olivia Brown, Tina
Poole, Kaki Bostwick, and Debbie
Kundhart (2). This win psyched the
team up for there next game vs.
Miss Porter's on Thursday. The
varsity played an excellent game
winning 3-0. The whole team was
on that day (they didn't even wait
to the second half to get going)
Goals were scored by Kaki Bost-
wick, Tina Poole and Olivia Brown.
The J.V. tied their game l-l with
another flash score by Beth
Bonbright. Cilia Williams made
her second appearance as goalie
that day and did an excellent job.
The team traveled to Yale for its
last game. The J.V. played first
coming away with' a good win of 2-1
with goals scored by_ Debbie
Kundhart and Beth Bonbright. The
i
J.V. They lost the game, and
before I mention the score, I must
say that the score does not show
what type of game it was. In fact,
Yale told the team it was the
hardest game they had played all
season. Now' the score 5-0,
The Bantamnettes played one
more game that really wasn't on
the schedule. It was vs. the Xerox
corporation, and I'm happy to say
that the girls came off "with a
definite win in Varsity Chugging.
The winners were to get Grogs but
Megan kept braking the glasses
before the waitresses could get
them to the table!!!!!!!! Liz
Parker played very offensively
and coaches Robin and Gail even
joined the losers after party.
The J.V. ended up with a com-
mendable -5-1-2 season. The Varsity
season ended in 4 wins and 6 losses.
Good bye to seniors Cookie Clark,
Ann Jones, and Karen Biakeslee
and special thanks to Coach Gail
and Coach Robin (We WILL see
George Rose (#10) searches for an open receiver.




Denese Mann, a graduate of
Trinity College, is now working
with Dean Winslow on the College
Venture Program at Trinity and
also for the Institute For Oil-
Campus Experience and
Cooperative Education, the
sponsor of the College Venture
Program. She has served as a
community relations consultant in
the Greater Hartford area for
several years. Most recently, in
this capacity she was on Governor
Ella Grasso's transition staff. She
has also worked as staff assistant
to the Director of the Community
School of the West Hartford Public
Schools. The Community School is
a career education, work-study
program on the high school level.
Mrs. Mann will be using the
office. Sea bury 12-D, on Tuesdays
and Thursdays from 9:30 a.m. to
11:15 a.m. and from 12:30 p.m. to
1:00 p.m: She will be available to
talk with students about the
College Venture Program and will
have materials available for ap-
plication. She will also be happy to
talk with individual faculty or
parents of students regarding this
program and the use to which a
student might put it during his ot-
her undergraduate career.
Students may either come by the
office to talk with Mrs. Mann (or to
make an appointment) or may call
her on extension 335. Contact with
her may also be initiated through
leaving a note with Dean Winslow's
Office or sending a note to Mrs.
Mann c/o Dean Winslow through
the campus mail.
George Wright, acknowledged
by most professional organists and
critics to be the master of modern
theatre pipe organ technique and
registration will make his first
Connecticut appearance at Hart-
ford's Bushnel! Auditorium on
Sunday. December 7. at .3:30 p.m.
Wright, who is a music director
for ABC television in Hollywood,
plays few live appearances due to
the lack of sophisticated theatre
organs in large halls. A specially
built theatre organ is being in-
stalled for the event.
Famous for his admired
technique. Wright has .won- the
praise of most all professional
theatre as well as' classical
organists for his ability to explore
the mvriads of sounds available
from these unique instruments
The event is sponsored by' the
Conn. Valley Theatre Organ
Society. Inc. Society officials uigo
those interested to purchase
tickets early because it's expected
that many out oi suie theatie
organ clubs will send bus loads ot
enthusiasts for the rare ap-
pearance. Tickets are sii.fiO. S"> ii)
and S-l-iO arid are available, now
through the Bushhell box office
Openings
The News Bureau needs two
students at least 10 hours a
week in increments of not less
than three hours, preferably
freshmen or sophomores.
Qualifications for the job are:
1. Accurate touch typist—at
least 50 words a minute.
2. Facility with the
language—ability to prepare a
simple news release.
3. Ability to proof accurately.
4. Punctuality.
Please call Jim Blake or Milli
Silvestri in the News Bureau for
interview.1 Ext. 370 or 217.
Wanted: Waiters and waitresses for MBOG's Club T, tips and
free admission in'return for making this night a success.
Reply to Gary Jones C/O MBOG Box 1388 or stop by the













from Around the World:
High jumpers in Utah, Helecopter skiing Canada;
deep powder in the French Alps and Hot Doggers
everywhere! Bushnell Memorial Hall ; Sunday
November 23rd at 8:00 p.m. Tickets available at all
Ticketron outlets.
S H E R ' S AUTOMOTIVE CENTER





SO. WINDSOR, CONN. 06074
644-9883
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GET BACK
TO THE LAND
ENGLAND: source of our system of government
and wellsp'ring of literature and theater.
And what better place to study Shakespeare
and British literature or British history, politics
and economics than F.airleigh Dickinson
University's Wroxton College in England?
Fairleigh Dickinson — one of America's largest
private universities — has assembled a
prestigious group of British scholars to conduct
„ its Wroxton program. " ."
Selected sophomores, juniors or seniors can. .
earn 16 credits in 15 weeks in either English,
the Social Sciences or independent study. '
Students live in'modernized rooms at eight-
hundred-year-old Wroxton Abbey, ancestral
home of Lord North. Located on a 56-acre
estate,midway between Oxford University and
Stratford-upon-Avon; Wroxton Abbey and its ;
estate buildings form a unique and complete ". :
campus with library, dining, recreation and
refreshment areas sharing its historic
atmosphere.
Attendance at plays performed by the Royal
Shakespeare Theater Company at Stratford-
upon -Avon and regular meetings with actors
and artists who serve as guest faculty are part
of the undergraduate program. Wroxton's cen-
tral location enables students to tour Britain on
informal and planned weekend trips.
For more information about the Wroxton College






















The Tripod i.s seeking writers
from winter sport teams, both
varsity and junior varsity. Also,
any photographers who will be
attending the home games for a
particular sport are asked to get
in touch with the sports editor at
Box (142. Your best bet would be
to show up at the Tripod elec-
tions for editorial board
positions on November 23 at
:i:(X) p.m. in the Tripod office in
Seabury Hall.
Volleyball
Volleyball will be played
every Monday, Tuesday and
Thursday at 4:15 in the field






Local prep school seeks
teacher/coach for very fun-
damental girl's gymnastics
(grades 7-9). Starts Dec. 1,
Monday through Thursday 1 or
2 hours a day in the early af-
ternoon. Ends March 10. Must
have transportation. Pay is
negotiable. See Jane




Ski Class Sign-up Anyone
interested in the ski class of-
fered by the Physical Education
Dept. next semester at Mt.





Women's Varsity Squash Any
women interested in playing on
the women's intercollegiate
squash team are to get in'touch
with Jane Millspaugh im-





for women is played on
Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday at 3:00 p.m. on the
women's field hockey field. This
week will be the last week for
the fall.
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More News Notes
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Drew Offers Month Study In Jamaica UConn ConnPlRG
MADISON, N.J.—A seminar on
social issues in human biology—to
be held on a remote beach in
northeastern Jamaica—has been
added to Drew University's
schedule of January term courses.
Registration for this and other
January courses that are still open
will be received through the end of
November.
Given for academic credit,
January 12-26, the seminar in
Jamaica will be team-taught by a
geneticist, a philosopher, and an
author-lecturer who directs the
National Center for Bioethics.
According to the geneticist, James
J. Nagle of Drew, the decision to
offer the seminar reflects student
interest in bioethical issues in the
wake of the Karen Ann Quinlan
case and recent revelations of
secret medical and drug tests oh
human subjects by Federal
agencies.
Nagle added that the decision to
offer the seminar on a warm
tropical beach in the dead of winter
was "self-explanatory."
Minimum enrollment will be 24,
maximum 48, giving a student-
faculty ratio of between eight and
16 to one. This is also ap-
proximately the ratio for other
January term courses at Drew, on
and off campus, most of which are
scheduled for the three-week period
between the 5th and the 28th of the
month.
They include two other off-
campus offerings: on the national
art museums in Washington, D.C.,
and on tropical botany in Puerto
Rico. Campus courses still
enrolling students for January
include seminars in political
economy and marketing research,
and history courses on mass
movements during the Fascist era
and on Jews-in Russia since the
Tsars;
Also still open are an in-
vestigation of psychoanalytic
criticism of philosophical theory;
an examination of the ex-
perimental approach to the
principal problems of psychology;
an exploration of the ethics of
modern business practice; a study
of the works of German playwright
Bertold Brecht in translation; a
survey of British history from 1815
to the present; an experimental
test, in the field, of various
sociological theories of everyday
life; and the opportunity for ad-
vanced students of modern dance
to work up a full-scale per-
formance at Drew for Sunday,
February 1.
January seminar classes in
Jamaica will run all morning, and
substantial amounts of reading and
writing will be required, including
four "extensive" essay
examinations on cases that pose
bioethical dilemmas. Yet students
will have the afternoons to
themselves—and just off shore is a
coral reef to explore by snorkle;
along the forest trails are low-
growing cocoanuts, grapefruit, and
other tropical delicacies to be had
for the picking; and within walking
distance of the campground where
students will be staying is a
tropical waterfall several hundred
feet high, at the base of which is a
pool for swimming.
Joining Nagle on the seminar
faculty in Jamaica will be Robert
Neville, professor of philosophy,
State University of New York
College at Purchase; and Bruce
Hilton, director of the National
Center for Bioethics, a nonprofit,
nonsectarian "think tank" devoted
to increasing public awareness of
the ethical, social, and legal issues
arising from advances in the life
sciences.
Additional information about the
Jamaica seminar, and other
January term offerings still open
for enrollment, is available from
Professor E. G. Stanley Baker at
Drew.
The University of Connecticut
Branch of the Conn. Public Interest
Research Group (ConnPlRG) will
release its Doctor Directory for
Tolland County and Willimantic at
a new conference at 11:00 a.m. on
November 18 (Wednesday), in
Room 301 of the Student Union at
the University of Connecticut in
Storrs.
The Directory, the fourth of its
kind in the country, lists the doc-
tors in Tolland County and
Willimantic. Each cooperating
doctor will have such items listed
as office hours, general fees,
hospital affiliations, languages,
etc. The directory is neither a
rating system nor an advertising
booklet. It is an information source
more extensive than the Yellow
Pages and less expensive than
indices published by physician
societies.
Connecticut Public Interest
Research Group is a student-
organized, student-financed and
student-directed organization that
has chapters on 4 campuses in the
state. This project was produced
by students at the University of
Connecticut in Storrs. The student
who coordinated the project, Mary
O'Connor, will present the
directory at the news conference
and be available to answer
questions. Other members of the
UConn chapter of ConnPlRG will
be on hand to discuss other
projects that the organization is
undertaking.
For further information contact:
Mary O'Connor 429-8263 (evenings)
Louise Simmons (ConnPlRG staff)
232-5573.
The deadline f6r the poster
contest sponsored by the Trinity
Bicentennial Committee is
Friday, Nov. 21, at 4.
Hftd. "Pops"
The Hartford Symphony con-
tinues its Bicentennial tribute with
a series of four Saturday Night
"Pops" concerts in 1976, featuring
top American artists including
Dave Brubeck, Delia Reese and
Marvin Hamlisch.
"Two Generations of Brubeck",
with jazz great, Dave Brubeck, and
his sons-Darius and Dan-opens
the series on January 24th at 8:15
p.m. at the Bushnell Memorial.
Brubeck has been heard with the
Hartford "Pops" on other oc-
casions, but this marks the first
appearance of his sons Darius, on
the keyboard, and Dan, on drums.
On March 27th, Arthur
Winograd, music director of the
Hartford Symphony, conducts his
orchestra in a traditional "Pops"
program, featuring guest artist
Paul Rutman playing the familiar
"Piano Concerto" by Edvard
Grieg. Mr. Rutman performs both
in the United States and in Europe,
and is making his first appearance
with the Hartford "Pops" at this
concert.
The two final programs are both
in May, and are first Hartford
"Pops" appearances for Marvin
Hamlisch, on May 1st, and for
Delia Reese, on May 22nd.
Hamlisch, composer of the new
Broadway hit, "ChorusLine", won
Academy Awards for composing
"The Way We Were" and for
scoring "The Sting." His own new
recording is titled "The En-
tertainer."
Long considered one of
America's best vocalists, Delia
Reese is known for her many
concert and stage appearances, for
her records, and more recently for
her appearances on such tv
programs as the "Tonight" show.
"Pops" subscriptions, holiday
gift certificates, and brochures
may be obtained now at the Hart-
ford Symphony office. B Lewis St.,
Hartford, Ct., 0610:. For in-
formation phone (2031278-1450.
Aura Symposium
You are cordially invited to
attend some important upcoming
events sponsored by the East West
Foundation.
The first is a special symposium
called Ether/Aura: A Symposium
on the Nature of Enerav Some of
the topic will be; what is the
nature of energy? What exactly is
our aura? Why does acupuncture
work? What is the practical
utilitarian value of the force at
work in all of these phenomena?
The speakers are all well-known
experts in their fields who will
combine to create this symposium
one of the most important events i '
the season regarding parap-
sychology.
The Symposium is taking place
at Morse Auditorium. Boston
University, 602 Commonwealth
Avenue, Boston, on Saturday,
November22,from 10a.m. to 5p.m.
On December 6 and 7, the Easi
West Foundation is sponsoring a
weekend seminar on the Evolution
of Consciousness, presented by the
Chairman of the Foundation.
Michio Kushi. This seminar will
present a view of life and con-
sciousness that transcends our
present efforts to make sense of
everyday reality.
MBOG presents in concert
"Climax Blues Band" and
opening act Friday, Nov. 21,
8:00 p.m. Washington Room.
Tickets on sale 1-5 in the Student
Gov't. Office and at lunch and
dinner. Tickets $3.50 with ID in
advance and S5.00 at door.
Assistant
The Tripod will be looking for
a sportswriter to fill in the
position for Assistant Sports
Editor. All interested persons
should submit their names to
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fues.
The Red Cross Bloodmobile will
be in the Washington Room of
Mather Campus Center, 9 a.m. to
3:30 p.m.
Lecture on Conservation of
Urban Architecture, Hartford
Architecture Conservancy,
Wadsworth Atheneum, 11:15 a.m.
Hillel Hebrew Table in the Cave,
12:45 to 1:45 p.m.
Dr. G. Kirkpatrick,
Associate Professor of Religion
and Director of the Individualized
Degree Program (IDP), will
deliver the sixth and final lecture
of The Town-Gown Forum Lecture
Series. His topic is "The Loss,
Recovery, and Renewal of
Transcendence in Contemporary
American Religion." The Lecture
will be in Austin Arts Center,
Goodwin Theatre, 2:15 p.m.
Student Government Association
(SGA) Committee meeting,
Alumni Lounge, 2:30 to 3:30 p.m.
Michael Uthoff, Artistic Director
of the Hartford Ballet Company
will give a Master class in Seabury
9, 7 to 9 p.m.
Trinity Women's Organization
(TWO) meeting, Alumni Lounge,
7:30 to 9 p.m.
Ivv and Tripod Photographers
meeting, TRIPOD Offices,





and Blythe Bohnen, artists, 8 p.m.
Trinity Christian Fellowship
meeting in Wean Lounge, 8:30 to 10
p.m.
Hillel Night at the Movies. "I
Love You, Rosa," McCook
Auditorium, 9:15 p.m.
Football Hi-lites will be shown in
Alumni Lounge, 12 noon.
C'andaue Anderson, Fall
Noontime Organ Concert, South
Cungregationalist Church, New
Britain, 12:05 p.m.
Mr. Sam Anderson will lecture
on "Economy in the Third World,"
Life Science Center, 4:15 to 5:30
p.m.
"I Vitelloni," film by Federico
Fcllini, College ^Auditorium,
McDonough Hall, Saint Joseph
College, 7 p.m.
As a service to its readers, the Tripod offers The Compiler, a cohesive summary of all
public events in and around the Trinity Community, Listing with The Compiler is free;
copy deadline is the same as that for Announcements and news copy (see staff box, bot-
tom of page 6.)
Trinity vs Connecticut College in
a Basketball scrimmage, Home—7
p.m.
Student Government Association
(SGA) meeting in Alumni Lounge,
7 p.m.
"Viridiana," Spanish Club Film,
McCook Auditorium, 7 p.m.
Israeli Folk Dancing,
Washington Room, 7:30 p.m. (no





The Fine Arts Department
presents Richard Martin, editor,
Arts Magazine speaking on
"Contemporary Art: A Recon-
sideration of Form and Content."
The talk will be illustrated with
slides; Austin Arts Center 320, 8
p.m,
Trinity College Voung
Republicans final meeting for the
semester, Wean Lounge, il p.m.
"The House of Blue Leaves,"
play by John Guare, presented by
the University Players, Auerbach
Auditorium, University of Hart-
ford, directed by Gerald Forbes, 8
p.m.
Hartford Symphony Orchestra,
Arthur Winograd, music director.
Bushnell Memorial Hall. Charles





presents Open House with Ben
Grauer speaking on "Book Luck,"
in the Trumbull Room, Watkinson
Library, 8:15, reception following.
"Postludes" presents An
Evening of Baroque Music with
Janet Cochran, 'cello and Richard
Cooper, keyboard, Austin Arts
Center, Garmany Hall, 8:30 p.m.
"Double Indemnity" and
"Bonnie and Clyde," films at the
Wadsworth Atheneum.
IN AN EFFORT to better serve the
Trinity College Community, each
issue will now contain a classified
ad section. All ad copy must be in
to the Tripod office by Saturday,
noon, the week prior to publication.
Cost? an unbelievably low 12 words
for $1.00, lO<t per word thereafter.
What better way than to get rid of
those unwanted textbooks, pieces
of furniture, etc,?'?';
Psyche 101 -- Need Help!? Contact
Box 910 for some grea,t study aid—
it'll shrink your head and blow
vour mind! ..
nov. 20
President's Council on Minority
Students meeting, 3:30 to 5:30, see
Master Calendar Office for
location.
Dormitory Improvement
Committee meeting, Faculty Club,
7 to 9 p.m.
Mather Board of Governors
(MBOG) meeting, Alumni Lounge,
7:30 to 9 p.m.
Cinestudio; see Wednesday,
November 19, 1975.
Hartt Chamber Winds and
Symphonic Wind Ensemble,
Donald Mattran, conductor;
James Hill, saxophone soloist.
Millard Auditorium, Hartt College




Portables and electrics, all makes,
lowest rates anywhere. All work
guaranteed 30 days-also adding
machines, repaired. Typewriters
sold, 728-0879. •
GARAGE FOR RENT: $15
monthly. Vicinity Flatbush




Orchestra, T. Newton Stuart,
conductor; Welte Auditorium,
Central Connecticut State College,
8:15 p.m.
Stage Band Music Concert, see
Master Calendar Office for
location and time.
Mr. Sein Lin will lecture in
History, Crystal Room, Mercy
Hall, Saint Joseph College, 8 p.m.
"You Only Live Once" and
"Fallen Angel," films at the
Wadsworth Atheneum.
Multi-improvisation Seminar.
There will be a meeting in Seabury
47 for all those interested in par-
ticipating in Dance 412, Special
Studies (Topic: Multi-arts Im-
provisation) taught by Judy
Dworin, Students should have
some experience in dance im-
provisation and/or theater or
music.
Delta Sigma Theta meeting,
Alumni Lounge, 7 to 8 p.m.
Cinestudio: see Wednesday,
November 19, 1975.
Climax Blues Band Concert,
sponsored by Mather Board of
Governors (MBOG), Washington
Room, 8 p.m. to 1 a.m.
"Saved," presented by the
Jesters, Austin Arts Center,








Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and
fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of
these sources researched and compiled as of Sept. 15, 1975,
'UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
11275 Massachusetts Aw., Los Angeles, CA 90025
• I am enclosing $9.95 plus $1.00 for postage and handling.
PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS SOURCES TO:
Harvard Business School
Representative, Alumni Lounge, 11
a.m. to 12 noon.
Cinestudio: see Wednesday,
November 19, 1975.
Coffee House, co-sponsored by
Hillel and Mather Board of
Governors (MBOG), Hamlin Hall,
8 p.m. to 12:30 a.m.
"Executive Action," film a*
Manchester Community College, 8
p.m.
"Saved," presented by the
Jesters, Austin Arts Center,
Goodwin Theatre, 8:15 p.m.
Trinity Coalition of Blacks
(TCB) presents a "Cabaret." The
dance will be held in the
Washington Room, in Mather
Campus Center from 9 p.m. until 2
a.m. Donations are $3 per per-








Selection of Imparted 6 Domestic





(California residents please add 6% sales tax.)
-Zip.
OPEN 24 HRS. ^5
•• 239 Washington St.
(Near Htfd. Hospital)
BREAKFASTS - LUNCHES - DINNERS
SNACKS
Out Service Call 728-9829
Marion Wade, Industrial
Workers of the World Songs
tribute to Joe Hill; and Lisa Null'
Irish traditional music, The
Sounding Board, St. Paul's
Methodist Church, Hartford, 8:30
p.m.
nov. 23
Gospel Choir Concert, sponsored
by Trinity Coalition of Blacks




Atheneum, Tapestry Hall, 3 p.m.
Tripod Elections, Tripod Office,
Seabury Hall, 3 p.m.
CinttslutUo*. ' 'Lacombe,
Lucien"—7:30 p.m.
Hartford Jazz Society, Sheraton
Tobacco Valley Inn, Windsor,
Clifford Jordan Quartett, 8 p.m.
Jazz Concert, sponsored by TCB,
Washington Room, 1) to 11 p.m.
Student Government Association
Budget Committee. (SGABC)
meeting, Alumni Lounge, 3:30 to 6
p.m.
LnVox Utlna meeting, Alumni
Lounge, 7 to 9 p.m.
Cinestudio: see Sunday,
November 23, 1975.
l)r. Gary Jacobson, Associate
Professor of Political Science, will
deliver Mellon Lecture #5 on
"Roles Played by Myth, Symbol
and Language in Politics," Mc-
Cook Auditorium, 8 to 10 p.m,
Hartford Civic Orchestra,
Franco Sciannameo, conductor.
Edward ttozie, double bass.
Hartford Insurance Group Tower
Auditorium. Works by Carr,
C h a d w i c k , Tcha ikowsky ,
Koussevitsky, 8:15 p.m.
Trinity Folk Society, Hamlin
Hall, 9 to 11 p.m.
$
1 Stop sports equipment
service
•©skate sharpening 51'2n
® ski mounting $7>'
• tennis 8. squash racket stringing
$7.50
® racket regripping * 3 - "
C'OLLMJF SPORT SHOP
112 New Britain Avenue
( 3 min. from campus)
247-9905
3 Days of the Condor (R)
Mahogany (PG>
The other side of the
•j Mountain (PG)
•:; A Boy & His D09
Mgh iehoiistudent s»
f h a s e ciwBrtJ& your free showcase
discount card now I
